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1 THE MOTIVATING PROBLEM 
1.1 Introduction 
Bacterial canker is an important problem for agribusinesses who buy tomato seed for 
planting in contract fields. A means of checking for czmker in an incoming lot of seed is 
to select some portion, grind it up, and perform a lab analysis by counting the number 
of bacteria colonies in the sample. 
Logarithms of colony counts look reasonably normal e.xcept for two features. First, 
there are often zero counts that appear as though they result from the inability of 
the physical analysis to detect bacteria below a certain threshold. Second, it often 
is the case that the number of zero-counts e.xceeds what one would e.xpect from the 
censored left tail of a normal distribution. Information on 198 samples of tomato seeds 
infested by bacterial canker was collected by the Plant Pathology Department at Iowa 
State University over a six month period in 1995. Table 1.1 containing the data and a 
histogram (Figure 1.1) follow. 
One plausible model for this behavior is that the distribution generating an individual 
count is a mixture of a point mass at zero and a left-censored log-normal distribution. 
This could represent counts that appear as "detects" only when the equipment does not 
malfunction, and when the specimen itself contains suflRcient number of bacteria to be 
detectable. The dual possibility of getting a zero-count/non-detect creates a partially 
continuous, partially discrete distribution with "extra mass" at zero. This is, of course, 
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Table 1.1 Data from Tomato Seed Experiment 
COUNT Frequency COUNT Frequency COUNT Frequency COUNT Frequency 
0 54 450 3 160 1 1280 1 
10 7 470 1 170 2 1660 1 
15 2 510 1 180 4 1800 1 
20 520 2 190 1 1840 1 
30 12 540 1 210 1 1880 1 
40 5 550 1 220 6 1910 1 
50 4 570 1 230 1 1930 1 
60 610 1 240 2 1950 1 
70 1 620 1 270 1 2100 1 
80 1 680 1 290 2 2250 1 
90 690 1 300 1 2300 1 
100 1 760 1 310 2 2500 1 
110 4 820 1 330 1 2650 1 
118 1 900 2 340 2 2700 1 
120 950 1 360 1 3300 1 
130 1 1030 1 390 1 3400 1 
140 1 1050 1 410 1 3800 1 
1.50 2 1170 1 420 I 
because we cannot distinguish among the zero counts as to whether they were recorded 
as zero because of equipment malfunction or because of the size of the bacteria colony. 
We present a formal probability model that allows for the circumstances outlined 
above. Suppose that, with probability p, an analysis, for some reason unrelated to the 
actual number of bacteria present, produces a zero-count. With probability 1 — p, a 
bacteria count of .V* potentially appears where ln(-V*) = .Y is normal with mean and 
standard deviation a. However, for a constant d, if A" < exp(</) we observe a zero-count 
rather than X' because of limitations of the detection equipment. 
Mathematically we have that Xj,..., or* are lid from a mixed point mass at zero 
and a left-censored lognormal distribution. If we let X = ln(X*) (understanding the 
logarithm of zero to be oo"), a density for our model with respect to the sum of a 
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Histogram of the logarithm of Bacteria Counts 
Lo(( Uactena Count 
Figure 1.1 Histogram of the 198 bacterial canker log counts 
unit point mass at —oo and Lebesgue measure on R is 
X = —oo 
f{x\p,d.n,(T)=\ 
exp [^{x - jif] x>d 
=  { p  +  ( l - p ) « ( ^ ) } "  " ' { ^ ^ e x p  
We can justify, at least qualitatively, the use of the normal distribution here by 
looking at a normal probability plot of the non-zero log counts in Table 1.1. Maximum 
likelihood here suggests that 198p = 32, so with ordered (log) non-zero counts, 
y(v) < y(2)<-" < y(i44) 
4 
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Figure 1.2 Normal plot of the log (non-zero) bacterial counts 
Figure 1,2 consists of plotted points 
The plot in Figure 1.2 is quite linear which seems to indicate our model is, at least, 
somewhat plausible. 
If xi,x2,..., Jn is a random sample from the distribution specified by the above 
density, the joint density of the vector {xi,x2,... ,a:„) is simply the n-fold product of 
the marginal densities. In this present situation let: 
n_oo the number of non-detects in the sample of size n, 
nui the number of 'actual' measurements in the sample of size n, 
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p the probability of a non-detect resulting from equipment malfunction, 
d the threshold of detection (smallest possible value that can be detected), 
li the mean for the population of log-counts (including those less than </), 
(T the standard deviation for the population of log-counts 
(including those less than </), 
6 the vector (p, </,cr). 
Then we write 
i{xj=-oo> r _ p) [-1. n21 
mt) = n[{?+(i-p)*(V^)} 
The function (1.1) of ;i, cr, d, and p is the joint likelihood for this problem. It is 
generally easier to work with the logarithm of the likelihood rather than the likelihood 
itself. To that end we note that 
n 
J^log/(x,|p, d,n,(T) 
= n-oo log j^/) + (1 - p)<& + "R - P) - 'og(o-) - ^  log(27r)^ 
-^(nR(^ - ftf + ("R - 1)«^), (1.2) 
where in expression (1.2) we employ the abbreviations 
HR X "v 2 t 
»=rl ^ ' t=l 
= ^ I -I- (wrX^ - 2n^xn + nR/i^)| 
= ^  (("e - l)s^ + Mx -/i)^) 
6 
for 
- = (^) E = (s;;^) E (-. - J)'-
{r,>-<2o} {ri>-oo} 
We approach inference for the motivating problem from the likelihood perspective. 
Non-standard issues arise when using this approach. Chief among these is how to handle 
the non-regularity introduced into the problem by the unknown censoring point. Deriv­
ing a point estimate for d is quite trivial. However, inference by the way of confidence 
intervals or tests of significance is not as easy. And the impact on likelihood-based infer­
ence for the whole vector {p,d,ii,(T) of the non-regularity introduced into the problem 
by d is not clear. 
For a fi.xed d, the vector of maximum likelihood estimators <t), is asymptotically 
multivariate normal and likelihood ratio test statistics are asymptotically under null 
hypotheses. This follows from standard regularity conditions that include three-times 
differentiability of the density in the parameters for each x. 
However, when d is treated as an unknown parameter, differentiability of the density 
in d for fixed x will fail to hold. In fact it is clear that "standard^ results like the asymp­
totic (joint) normality of the maximum likelihood estimator must fail. This is because 
d takes the form of the minimum "realized" log count and extreme order statistics are 
never asymptotically normal. Perhaps we can study d in isolation of but to do 
this requires asymptotic independence between d and {p,ft,a). 
In what follows we demonstrate under fairly general circumstances that the sam­
ple minimum and the other entries of a vector of maximum likelihood estimators are 
asymptotically independent. In addition, the impact of this fact on likelihood-based 
confidence regions and likelihood ratio tests for the combined vector is demonstrated. 
We show these in various simplifications and modifications of the motivating problem. 
We will first consider the case of a truncation parameter and a vector of "regular" pa­
rameters. We will next consider the problem of a single unknown censoring parameter 
7 
and a vector of "regular" parameters. Finally, we return to the analysis of problems 
like the the motivating problem, that involve a single unknown censoring parameter, a 
vector of "regular" parameters and "extra mass at —oo". 
8 
2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Numerics of Maximum Likelihood Estimation 
In the motivating problem introduced in Chapter 1, since $(•) is monotone increasing 
and d < x, for all i corresponding to uncensored observations, it is clear that for any 
the log-likelihood (1.2) is maximized as a function of d by 
d = min{x,|x,- > —oo}. 
Subsequently finding values that maximize /(x|p,f/,;/, cr) is not simple. The 
set of equations produced by setting first partials equal to zero is not solvable in closed 
form. There are, however, several iterative methods of solution that may be employed. 
The approaches vary in terms of the class of functions to which they may be ap­
plied, programming difficulty, and the computer time typically required for convergence. 
When working with a single data set to produce the maximum likelihood estimates cor­
responding to only that set of data, computing time and, to some extent, programming 
difficulties are of little importance. However, for purposes of implementing a proce­
dure in a simulation where there are potentially any number of data sets, programming 
considerations become paramount. For problems related to the motivating example pre­
sented in Chapter 1, a modified version of Newton-Raphson has proved to be a good 
choice. "Modified" here is meant to describe a procedure that is Newton-Raphson in 
some subset of the parameter space, but, in part, relies on the relationships between the 
parameters to improve an otherwise blind process. 
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2.1.1 The Newton-Raphson Method for Function Maximization 
The Newtoa-Raphson method is an explicitly iterative method of maximizing a func­
tion. The theoretical requirements of the procedure are that the function being maxi­
mized is twice differentiable in the variables of interest. For a likelihood with k param­
eters, one simply forms a system of k equations by setting first partials with respect to 
single parameters equal to zero. At each iteration, a current approximate maximizer 
(parameter vector) is updated by adding to it a value computed as a function of the 
Hessian matrix evaluated at the current parameter vector. Specifically, for independent 
and identically distributed data, if we define 
£(^1®) = ^ log/(x,|d) = the log-likelihood 
6i = {Oi,i,92,i,---0n,i) = a vector of unknown parameters at iteration i 
= a step length at iteration i 
then we compute the approximate maximizer at iteration i' + 1 as 
^ Ou+i ^ 
0 2,i+l 
0k,i+l J 
Ki 
ek,i 
- A(') 
dL I 
afli I®' 
dL I 
062 I®' 
dL I 
. 9Sk 
d^L I O^L I a^L I 
• • •  
a^L I a^Li a^L i 
a^L I a^L I a^L \ 
Often the covariance matrix of the score function, also called the Fisher Information, 
J (2.i, 
is substituted for the matrix of second partial derivatives. Sometimes, the procedure 
using the Fisher information is called Fisher Scoring. 
Newton-Raphson (or some iterative routine incorporating Newton-Raphson) often 
provides an eflBcient method of finding the maximum of a likelihood as mecisured by the 
nunnber of iterations until convergence. There are, however, diflBculties with surfaces 
10 
that are "nearly vertical" or form a "ridge" in some sub-collection of the parameters. At 
the other extreme, surfaces that are "nearly flat" also pose difficulties, since choosing the 
correct can be problematic. There are also difficulties in choosing starting values, 
as the convergence of the algorithm is often highly influenced by the initial guess of the 
correct parameter vector. There is also the practical difficulty of computing first and 
second derivatives for complicated likelihoods. 
2.1.2 Cohen's Method for IID Truncated Normal Data 
The left-truncated normal distribution is considered in what follows, and so a refine­
ment of the straight forward Newton-Raphson approximation technique for this case is 
appropriate. One meta-result about iterative approximation techniques is that complex­
ity and the possibility for something to go wrong increase with the dimensionality of the 
problem. Thus, one should reduce the dimension of the problem whenever possible. 
For data from a normal distribution with mean // and variance cr^, it is well known 
that the maximum likelihood estimators of ^ and are x = ^ ~ n ~ 
respectively. For data that come from a left-truncated version of this distribution, it 
is clear that x will be biased upward from while sf will be too small for estimating cr^. 
Several techniques for "correcting" these estimators have been developed. In general 
these involve the use of an auxiliary function whose values can be had by solving a 
one-dimensional optimization problem. 
One technique developed by Cohen (1959) is typical. For purposes of consistency 
we will temporarily let </ be a "known" left truncation point. The truncated normal 
log-likelihood is 
(cr\/2^) " exp 9 
The likelihood equations derived from the log-likelihood by setting first pcirtials equal 
11 
to zero are 
X — fl = <T 
m 
L i - ^ ( O J  
(2.2) 
and 
,,2 
• j  +  ( x - ^ ) 2 = a ^  
where we define 
1 + f 
d —11 
( m Y 
V i - $ ( o A  (2.3) 
(2.4) 
Substituting {x — n) from (2.2) into (2.3) and solving (2.4) for ij. and substituting for 
fi in (2.2) we produce the pair of equations 
^2 = s'l + 0-2 f 4>{a \ \( 4>{0 \ _ 
\ i - m J  
(2.5) 
and 
Squaring both sides of (2.6) and substituting on the right of (2.5) gives the equation 
f 'Hi) \ 
= s't + 
where 
_C 
= - df 
( m \ 
e[^)= 
(X - dY 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
We can produce an equation for fi involving only the auxiliary function 6{^) by solving 
(2.6) for ^ and then substituting on the right-hand-side of (2.5). After first 
subtracting si and then dividing by (r — d) on each side, 
f m \  ^ \<T'-sr 
y i - m J  [ i - d .  
12 
Since <7^ — sj = d{x — d)^ from (2.7) we have 
This last result, along with (2.2), gives the equation 
fi = X — d{x — d). 
This argument yields the estimating equations for /i and a. 
a^ = sl+ 0{x - d)^ (2.9) 
and 
p. = X — 0{x — d). (2.10) 
Thus we have reduced the ma.ximization problem (over n and a) to one of solving for a 
single parameter, namely 0. .-Vnd by equation (2.S) 0 is a function of which can be 
solved for as follows. We can eliminate a in (2.5) and (2.6) through simple substitution, 
producing the equation 
The right hand side of (2.11) is a known quantity from the sample data, and 0 is a simple 
function of 
2.1.3 Cohen's Method for IID Left-Censored Normal Data 
For iid left-censored normal data we can compute maximum likelihood estimates 
of fi and a by iteratively solving an optimization problem in a single dimension in a 
manner similar to Cohen's treatment of the truncated normal case discussed above. The 
form of the auxiliary fimction is more complicated than for the trimcated case owing to 
13 
the fact that there is information coming from censored observations (ones reported as 
non-detects). 
For the moment adhere to the convention that n is the number of observations, both 
censored and ones for which we have an actual data value. Let n_^ be the number 
of observations for which we have no value. Let Mr be the number of observations for 
which we have measured an actual value. The likelihood for the left-censored normal 
distribution is 
Letting 
( X i  -  f l f  I 
t=l 
h = n. 
("-00 + 
and V'(/i.^) = 
1 • 
r <P(-o 
1 — 
we produce likelihood equations that are identical to (2.4), (2.2), and (2.3) with Y{h,^) 
substituted for <?>(0/[l ~ *^(0]- By solving these for p, and a we get: 
= si + \{x — d)^ 
p. = X — A(x — d) 
with the auxiliary function A being defined as 
Kh,0 = rr, 
In this scenario, ^ is found by solving the equation 
(2.12) 
l i  ( ' ' ' ) [  [/ A >1 r «(-o \l-k) 
{ ( A )  r 0(-o 1 (x - dy 
(2.13) 
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2.2 Asymptotics of Likelihood-Based Inference in "Regular" 
Problems 
The asymptotic theory for estimators of parameters in models obeying certain reg­
ularity conditions is well established. See, for example, Schervish (1995). The two 
most important results concern the asymptotic distribution of the maximum likelihood 
estimator and the asymptotic null distribution of a likelihood ratio test statistic. More 
concretely, for a parameter 0 and hypotheses 
Eo: 6 = 00 (= 0o) 
Ha : 0 e i l -  {tfo} (= 0a) 
the likelihood ratio test (LRT) statistic is 
^ ^ suPoeeo iW nr=i /(^.l^o) 
supeg0_,/(x|tf„) nr=i' 
Schervish (1995) proves the following two theorems. 
Theorem 1 Let Q be a subset of and let be IID with density f{xi\0o). 
Assume the following to be true: 
1. fe{^) > 0 for all x and for all 
2 .  for all X, f e ( x )  i s  t h r i c e  d i f f e r e n t i a b l e  f o r  a l l  6  G O ,  w h e r e  0  is an open 
neighborhood of 12 containing 0o, 
3. differentiation with respect to Oi for all / € {1,2, •• • ,k}, can be passed under 
d C C d 
the integral sign, that is, 7— / fe{x)dx = / •:^/e(x)(/x. 
aOi J J aOi 
* P • A 
0n —> 00 and, with probability approaching one, {0n} is a. root of the 
likelihood equations, 
5  sup ||«-«0||<r ^ log feo (ar) - log /»(^) < Hr,eo{^) 0^0, dOjdBk ' dejdOk 
and for all j,k < n, where lim^rflo(^) 
r-*0 ' 
6. the Fisher information matrix, X{0) is finite and nonsingular for all 0 £0. 
15 
Then if 9 = 0o 
(2.15) 
Theorem 2 Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1, and with Ho : 0 = Oq 
-2log( L n )  =  -2 log 
SUp/fl(x|flo) 
«o€0 
sup/fl(a5ld) 
L «en 
D, 2 
— ^  X k - (2.16) 
2.3 Asymptotic Distributions of Extreme Order Statistics 
Often the maximum likelihood estimator for an unknown truncation (or censoring) 
point of a left-truncated (or left-censored) distribution is the minimum of the data (or 
the minimum of those data recorded as 'detects'). Sample minima are not asymptotically 
normal. For appropriate sequences of real numbers and the limiting 
distribution of the properly standardized minimum, c~^(min{xi,... .x„} — f/„). of inde­
pendent and identically distributed data must belong to one of three families (none of 
which includes the normal) specified by cumulative distribution functions 
Gumbel ^ = I — exp — exp ^ 
( X — d\ 
/x-c/\ i-exp -I 
Frechet vlr^ = </ V c y 
.r 6 K 
X < d and > 0 
X > d 
Weibull ^0 (^7^) = 
1 — exp — ( ) x > d  and /? > 0 
0 X < d 
See Galombos (1978, p. 75). 
The form of the limiting distribution of a sajnple minimum depends on the left tail 
thickness of the marginal distribution. For densities in which there is a value, a, such 
that f{x) = 0 for all x < a, the extreme order statistic is asymptotically Weibull. For 
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distributions with thick tails, the Frechet limit is correct. The first order statistics of 
samples from the normal are asymptotically Gumbel. Exhaustive theorems are given 
by Gaiombos for determining the correct family for extreme order statistics (Galombos 
1978, pp. 58-59). 
For our purposes in this dissertation, a simple direct argument leads to the correct 
family of limit distributions and to appropriate sequences and First 
notice that 
Pr(c~'(min{ii,... ,x„}-c/„) < e) = 1 - Pr[all •-</„)> c i=l,2, •••n] 
=  l - ( l -P r [c - ' (x , -4 )<e] r  
= 1 _ _ r i F { c n e - \ - d n ) y  
Then \inF{cnC+dn) converges to some expression not involving n, say Q:(e), Pr(c~^(x(i) — 
(/„)) converges to 1 — exp(—a(e)). We state this more formally. 
Theorem 3 Asymptotic Distribution of the Minimum for a Truncated Distri­
bution Assume xi, x-i,..., Xn are independent and identically distributed from a contin­
uous distribution with density f{x) and cumulative distribution function F{x). Suppose 
Pr(x < d) = 0, f{d) > 0 and f is right-continuous at d. Let a„ = min{xi,x2,... ,x„}. 
There exist and such that the asymptotic distribution of c;;''(q„ — </„) 
is exponential with mean /((/)"'. In particular, with dn = d and Cn = n~^ the density of 
the asymptotic distribution of c~^{an — dn)is 
T { x )  =  f { d ) e x p { - f { d ) x )  l [ ^ > o ]  
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PROOF of Theorem 3 
Let t > 0. 
Pr(c;;' (a„ - d n )  < t )  =  Pr( Q n  <  c„f + </„) 
= 1 -Pr(a„ > c„^-!-</„) 
= 1 — Pr(all X,- > Cnt + dn) 
= 1 - [Pr(xi > c„< + 4)]" 
-  1  _  +  d n ) y  
Suppose that n F { c n t + d n )  has a finite limit asn -¥ oo. The above string of equalities 
s a y s  t h a t  l i m  P r ( c ~ ' ( Q „  —  d n )  <  t )  =  I  —  e x p ( —  l i m  n F { c n t  +  d n ) ) .  N o w  f o r  d n  =  d  
n—foo n-t'OO 
and c„ = n"' we get (through the Mean-Value-Theorem for integrals) that for < > 0 
d, d — 
n 
nF{Cnt + dn) = nF{n ^t + d) 
=  n f { t ' )  some I '  G 
= t a n  
- >  t f { d ) .  
Hence we see that Pr(Q!„ < Cnt + f/„) 1 — e x p [ — f { d ) t ]  which is the cumulative 
d i s t r i b u t i o n  f u n c t i o n  o f  t h e  e x p o n e n t i a l  d i s t r i b u t i o n  w i t h  m e a n  f { d ) ~ ^ .  •  
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2.4 Smith (1985) on Maximum Likelihood Estimation in Non-
Regular Problems 
Smith (1985) considers maximum likelihood estimation for parameters of probability 
densities of the form 
f { x \ 6 ,  ( l > )  =  { x -  O r - ' g { x  X € [ 6 ,  oo) (2.17) 
where lim g ( x  —  9 ,  < l > )  =  a c .  This class includes translated versions of the Weibull, 
x4.fl 
gamma, beta and log gamma distributions. 
Smith demonstrates that the classical properties of maximum likelihood estimation 
apply when a > 2 and works extensively in the case where a 6 (1,2). For this case 
Smith demonstrates asymptotic independence of the maximum likelihood estimators for 
0 and (f). One thing to note is that, for q > 1, the maximum likelihood estimator for 0 
need not be the minimum observation. The order of convergence for 0 is generally faster 
than 0(n~2), being 0(n~«) when a 6 (1,2). 
For the distributions of the form (2.17) and for q > I, Smith derives the asymptotic 
distributions of [fci(n)(^„ — ^), i^H^n ~ ^)] 
i  ,  
ni a  > 2 
^i(") = (nclogn)J a = 2 
(nc)a 1 < a < 2 
The distribution turns out to be multivariate normal for a > 2, with independence 
when a = 2. Otherwise, n?(^„ — <^o) 's multivariate normal while the other term has a 
distribution described by Woodroofe (1972). 
The left-truncated log-normal density falls into Smith's paradigm for q = 1. Follow­
ing an approach similar to that used by Smith, the maximum likelihood estimator of 
the truncation parameter d can be shown to be asymptotically independent of We 
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do this and go on to demonstrate how that fact can be used to find asymptotic null 
distributions of likelihood ratio statistics in Chapter 3. 
2.5 Chow and Teugels (1978) on Joint Asymptotics for Ex­
treme Order Statistics and Sample Means 
For the sake of inference in truncated (and censored) families, we need to explore the 
asymptotic relationship between the MLE of the truncation (or censoring) parameter and 
the MLEs for other parameters. By restricting the class of densities considered to ones 
where the "non-truncation" (or "non-censoring") parameters can be estimated by solving 
likelihood equations, it is possible to show asymptotic independence between estimators 
for these parameters and that of the truncation (or censoring) parameter. This fact 
will be the key to determining the asymptotic null distributions of the likelihood ratio 
statistics. 
Chow and Teugels (1978) demonstrate that in all but a single class of distributions 
the asymptotic joint distributions of the sample mean and the sample minimum of iid 
observations are ones of independence. (The lone class of densities where this is not tnie 
is the class for which the domain of attraction for the sample mean is Cauchy.) We next 
present a fleshed out version of their argument for distributions where the sample mean 
of iid observations is asymptotically normal and the sample minimum is asymptotically 
VVeibull. This is exactly the case considered throughout this paper. 
The proof of the main result depends on the following result that is implicitly assumed 
in Chow & Teugels (1978). 
Proposition 1 Two random variables, X and Y, are independent if there are functions 
g{t) and h{u) such that 
E (exp(tLY)l[K<u]) = g { t ) h { u )  
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for a// f G R and u € K.. 
An outline of a proof of this proposition is as follows. By assumption we have 
g i t ) h { u )  = E(e"^l(y<„|) 
= EE [e«l[r<„||.V] 
= Ec'^-'E [ltK<.||X] 
= Ee"* Pr(y < u \ X ) .  
Consider the function =  g { t )  f  e"" d h { u ) ,  which is clearly a product of a function 
of t and a function of 5. We can write 
=  j " e x p { i s u ) g { t )  d h { u )  
= Jexp(<5u) </(Eexp(/i.Y) Pr(V'" < u|A')) 
=  E e x p { i t X )  J e x p { i s u )  d P v { Y  <  ti|A') 
= Eexp(i7A'')E [exp(isV')|.V] 
= E (exp(i7A' + i s Y ) ) .  
The last expression is the joint characteristic function of A' and Y. Since this can be 
expressed as a product of functions of t and s, ,Y and Y are independent. • 
Theorem 4 Asymptotic Joint Distribution of the Sample Minimum and the 
Sample Mean Suppose xi, X2,...,ar„ are independent and identically distributed as in 
the hypotheses of Theorem 3. Let On = min{xi,x2,...x„}. Assume that Ex\ < oo. 
If «n = \/"> ^71 = o.n^Exi, and Cn = then c~^(q„ — d) and ~ 
asymptotically independent ( Chow & Teugels (1978)). 
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PROOF of Theorem 4 
n 
Following Chow and Teugels (1978) we prove this using Proposition 1. Let 5„ = ^ x,-
and consider 
1=1 
E {exp[if(a„ - n6„)l[a„>c„„+di]} • 
This is 
E {exp[i7(a„'xi - 6„) + •• • + tf(a„'x„ - 6„)]l[o„>c„.+j]} 
n 
— EJJ •[exp[j7(a„ X,- — 6n)]l[x, >Cnf+<i] }  
i=l 
= |y exp[«7(a~'xi-6„)]l[^j>c„„+d](/F(xi)| 
= exp[%]l[j^>„-.(^^^^j)_j^jf/F(a„i/ + a„6n)| . (2.19) 
(Here we let y  = a ~ ^ x i  —  b n  and so xi = a„j/ + Cnbn- If Xi > CnV + d then o„j/ + Onbn > 
CnV + (I implying y > a~'(c„u + </) - 6„.) So, 
r.h.s. (2.19) = I f exp[ z < j /]</F(an.{/+ a„6„)| 
KJa„^(cnV+d)-bn ) 
= |y exp[/fy]</F(a„j/ + a„6„) (2.20) 
ran^ {CnV+d)-b„ ^ " 
- J  e x p [ { t y ] d F { a n y  +  a „ 6 „ )  ^  
= |l + y (exp[j7i/] - l)dFiany + O n b n )  
/
an'(c„v+(i)-6„ "j " 
exp[j<y]</F(a„y+ a„6„) ? • (2.21) 
Then let h { z )  —  c~^(an(^ +  6n) —  d ) .  y  =  h ~ ^ { z ) ,  and note that h{a~^{cnVi-d)—bn) = v 
90 
SO that 
r.h.s. =  | l  +  y  { e x p [ i t y ] - l ) d F { a n y +  a n b n ) -
/
Atan'CcnU+iil-in] 1 " 
e x p [ i t h ~ \ z ) ] d F { a n h ~ \ z )  +  f l n ^ n )  ?  
=  ( i + ^ - ^ r .  
n  n  J  
for 
/
OO 
n(exp[«7t/] - l}df(an!/ + fln^n) 
•OO 
I 
and 02 = — / nexp {«7[a~'(c„r + </) - 6„]} </F(c/+ c„c). 
J-OO 
We will analyze and V'2 separately. Using the facts that c o s { t y )  and s \ n { t y )  are 
bounded functions, and that y = aj'ari — 6n, we have 
/
OO 
n[cos(<//) + isin(^j/) - I] (/F(a„j/+ a„6„) 
•OO 
/
OO 1*00 
[cos{tij) - 1] dF{any + a n b n )  + i n  j  s m { t y )  d F { a n y  +  " n ^ n )  
'•TO J —OO 
91 + (-l)cos(iXi) 
- Ex,))^ ) 
+/ / < n^l'^l[xi — Ei'i)) + ( —1)cos(^x") 
I 4!n 
( f (x i  -  E.r t ) )^" '  
d F { x , )  
:3!n3/2 } d F [ x i )  
for some x \  € (—|i"i — Exij, |xi — Exi|) and .r" 6 (—|xi — Exi|, |xi — Exi|). Now, 
J -  p V ( x i  - E x , ) ^ j  ^  J V  
and 
/
OO 
n ^ ^ ^ t K [ x i  —  Exi) d F { x i )  = 0. 
•OO 
The Dominated Convergence Theorem and the finiteness of Exj imply 
""•"•/-OO L 4!" 
to y cos(ix,) — 
d F { x \ )  = 0 
dF{xi) = 0. 
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So 
tpi 0 
As a preliminary to the analysis of 02i note that the measure defined by ndF{d+Cnz) 
and that defined by d[nF{d + c„2)] are the same. The factor n can belong to either the 
measure or the integrand without changing value of an integral because of the linearity 
of the derivative. 
Now, d  = sup{x|F(x) = 0}, so it is clear that for all ^ < 0, F { d  -f- c„z) = 0. Hence, 
the signed measure nF{d + Cns) places zero mass to the left of 0, implying the lower 
limit of integration for 02 can be replaced by zero. Thus we have: 
The limit in display (2.22) is a consequence of Proposition 18, page 270 of Royden 
(1988) since the measures converge to a uniform measure on {o,u) and the integrand is 
bounded. 
Using the limits of and 02 we have 
(2.22) 
E {exp[<7(a„^5„ - n6„)l[a„>c„t,+rf]]} ->• exp 
which factors and allows application of Proposition 1. • 
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3 INFERENCE IN TRUNCATED EXPONENTIAL 
FAMILIES (WITH UNKNOWN TRUNCATION 
PARAMETER) 
In this chapter we consider (as a first preliminciry to analysis of our motivating 
problem) inference based on independent and identically distributed observations from 
a left-truncated exponential family of distributions with unknown truncation parameter. 
Versions of the results presented here follow equally well for right-truncated families of 
distributions and most will hold for doubly-truncated distributions, although we will 
explicitly state only the left-truncated results. 
Inference based on independent and identically distributed data is typically directed 
at finding consistent and efficient point estimators for the parameters. Maximum likeli­
hood is typically a good approach. Maximum likelihood estimators are often solutions to 
the likelihood equations, the set of equations derived by setting the first partial deriva­
tives of the log-likelihood equal to zero. .A.t least in a situation where the regularity 
conditions of Theorem 1 are satisfied, MLEs are consistent and asymptotically normal. 
This chapter considers likelihood-based estimation in a non-regular family. It demon­
strates that the particular kind of non-regularity introduced by an unknown truncation 
parameter poses no great theoretical difficulty, because of the kind of asymptotic in­
dependence of means and minima established in Theorem 4 of the previous chapter. 
Through simulation we further demonstrate that our asymptotic results can be relevant 
for samples of practical size. 
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3.1 Exponential Families 
Many commoa families of distributions are (untruncated) exponential families. In 
fact, the most common continuous probability densities and discrete probability mass 
functions are members of exponential families. A regular exponential family consists of 
those distributions whose densities with respect to some measure can be written in the 
form 
f r , { x )  =  g i v ) h { ^ ) e x p  
Lj=l 
(3.1) 
A couple of examples are in order. 
The Weibull family is a popular family of distributions in the detection limits lit­
erature as well as in reliability. The two-parameter Weibull density with respect to 
Lebesgue measure on [0, oo) is of the form 
'exp 
X 
ll 
We can re-express this as 
f i A ^ )  = (^ ) exp 
X > 0. 
x \ ^  (/3- l)Iogx- Q) 
= 9 ( 1 )  exp ['/I'lC-i^) + Vihi-i:)], 
where we have defined 
m = 0  - 1, 
n2 = 
<i(a:) = log(x), 
t 2 i x )  =  
g { T j )  =  - { t ) i  +  l)//2, 
and h{x) = 1. 
The normal distributions also form a regular exponential family. They can be put 
into the standard form by defining 
1 
m = 
2(72' t i { x )  =  x ^ ,  
t 2 { x )  =  X ,  
aiv) = /- exp n l  
and h { x )  =  1. 
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With these conventions we see that, for ar 6 R, the normal probability density (with 
respect to Lebesgue measure) can be written as 
L A ^ )  =  1 exp [ x - i i f  
v/-(-1/2<7') ( \ 
= h { x ) g { T i ) e K p [ T j i t i { x )  +  r i 2 t 2 { x ) ] .  
3.2 Notation 
We establish notation that will be used for the remainder of this chapter. Define 
qj the of k parameters whose estimator is found by solving the 
likelihood equations, 
f}j the solution of the likelihood equation for r/j, 
d  a truncation parameter, 
d  a maximum likelihood estimator of </, 
fr),d(x) the density (with respect to Lebesgue measure) of a member of the 
truncated exponential family with parameters (»/, </), 
L { r i , d )  the log-likelihood based on a random sample from the truncated 
exponential family with parameters (iy,</), 
the first partial of L { i j , d )  with respect to q j ,  d L {Ti, d ) / d r f j ,  
Ld{ r i , d )  the first partial of L { r i , d )  with respect to d ,  d L { T i , d ) / d d ,  
t the vector Oi(X), t2iX), • • • , ^ fc(-V)}', 
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ij 
t 
t f  •  t { x )  
I C { f l , d )  
f C j i v ^ d )  
f C ' J j i v ^ d )  
r j { r i , d )  
T { T t , d )  
r'riV.d) 
r'-iV^d.) 
the sample average of t j { x i ) .  t j  =  n  
the vector {^1,^2? • • • •, h}'. 
shorthand for ^ q j t j { x ) ,  
J=i 
the inverse of the normali2ing constant exp 
d 
L j=i 
-I 
dx 
the first partial of J C  with respect to r ) ; ,  I C ' : { r f , d )  —  — —f C { T f , d ) ,  
d q j  
the second partial of K with respect to rfj, IC-irf^d) = 7rp^AC(i/,«/), 
•' o^rij 
the mixed partial of I C { r j , d ) ,  1 C " ^ { r i ^ d )  =  
32 
drjjdrir •IC{Ti,d), 
/
OO 
t j { x ) I C { T f ,  d ) h ( x ) e x p [ r f  •  t { x ) ] d x ,  
the vector {ri(i7, </), r2(i/, . , rt(T7, rf)}', 
the first partial of rj{Ti,d) with respect to rfm, drj{Tj,d)/dTiTn, 
the first partial of r j {Tf, d )  with respect to d .  d r j { i j , d ) / d d .  
3.3 Truncated Exponential Families 
We turn our attention to families of distributions with densities with respect to 
Lebesgue measure on R of the form 
g {7i) h { x ) e x p  
f r i A ^ )  =  Lj=i 
i: ff(Tj)/i(x)exp ^rjjtjlx) U=i dx 
h ( x ) e x p  
k
 
i 
< 
1 [d<x] 
/•OO 
/  h { x ) e x p  
Jd 
i 
i 
dx 
(3.2) 
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for t/ € ft C and d e R . The joint density of iid data from the truncated exponential 
family (3.2) is 
^•Tn) = IJ 
«=l 
h{xi) e.xp 
" k 
.j=i 
l[r,>d] 
h { x ) e x p  
1 
1 
1 
i 
n 
.1=1 
exp 
'  n k 
.i=i j=i 
1 [min{r 1 ^ 2} >ii] 
t 
y*oo 
r) exp 
• Jk 
.i=i 
dx j 
It is often unpleasant to work with the joint density (or likelihood) directly. For 
purposes of maximizing (or minimizing) we may work with the logarithm of the likelihood 
since log(-) is a monotone increasing function. The logarithm has the nice property that 
products become sums and exponents become multipliers. The log-likelihood for iid 
data from the truncated exponential family (3.2) is 
L{Ti,d) = log « 
n 
JJ/l(x,) 
.1=1 
exp 
'  n k 
.1=1 j=i 
l[min{xi^2,— .xn}>ti] 
(. yoo L x) exp 
1 
1 
1 
1 
dx j 
n Ar '* '* ^ ^ /•CO 
= ^ - n log / h { x )  e.xp [ r f  •  ^(a:)] d x  
i=I 1=1 j=l 
n k 
= log " log [IC{rt, d)]. 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
i=l i=i 
3.4 Moments in a Truncated Exponential Family 
Here we note some properties of the family (3.2) that will prove helpful in the analysis 
of likelihood-based estimation. The necessary results concern the expected value and 
variance of the various tj{X) terras from (3.2). 
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All the asymptotic results that follow ultimately depend on smoothness properties 
of r{'q,d). We may explicitly demonstrate smoothness by computing the various partial 
derivatives of r(»y, d). By definition 
r j {Ti, d )  =  
poo 
1  t j { x ) h { x ) e x p  
" Jk 
J] n M x )  
.j=i 
dx 
i*00 
/ /i(x)exp 
• fc 
j=i 
dx 
Partial derivatives of r j {Tf, d )  exist and are easily obtained. First 
x)^/i(x)exp [17 • t(x)] dx^ 
r / { v , d )  = 
— 
h { x )  exp [17 • 4(x)] dx^ 
/j(x)/i(x)exp [t/• t(x)] dx^ 
h { x ) e K p [ r f  '  t { x ) ]  d x  
=  E t j i X )  -  [ E t j i X f  
= Vart_,(A'). (3.5) 
Similarly 
= E[(j(.V)i„{.V)l-E(,(.V)El„(.V) 
=  C o v { l j { X ) , U . X ) ) .  
The interesting fact that the various partials of rj{Ti,d) with respect to the entries of 
Tj are the variance and covariances of tj{X) has far reaching implications (not the least 
of which is that the log-likelihood has a unique maximum). We unify these results 
in Lemma 1, ultimately showing the relation between the constant of integration in the 
density (3.2) ajid the variance-covariance matrix of t(A'). But first we display the partial 
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of rj{ri, d )  with respect to d ,  
0^  h { x )  exp [ff • i(x)] d x j  t i { d ) h { d )  exp [tj • t(x)] d / 
\ . -oo \ 2 
I  J  h { x )  exp [ f f  • t { x ) ]  d x j  
t i { x ) h { x )  exp [ r j  • t(ar)] dx^ h{d) exp [t } • i(x)] 
/i(x)exp [17 • t(x)] dx^ 
=  - t j { d ) f r , , d { d )  +  E t j { X ) f r , , d { x )  
= [Ef,(X) - t j { d ) ] f U d ) .  
Lemma 1 Let X have density (3.2). The expected value of tj{X) is 
k 
r j { v , d )  =  E t , { X )  =  
d r j j  
d 
-log I / h { x ) e x p  
Lj=i 
d r j j  
The variance of tj{X) is given by 
r / i V ^ d )  =  V a r t j { X )  =  -
dv] 
-log / h { x ) e x p  
k 
E 
Lj=i 
and the covariance between tj{X) and tm(X) is 
-1 
dx 
dx 
r ] - ( v , d ) = r 2 { v , d )  =  C o v { t j i X \ t ^ ( X ) )  
drijdT]„i -log (r /i(a:)exp 
.j=i 
dx 
[-iogx:(i7,(0] 
dTjjdr), 
for all j G {1,2, ••• ,Ar} and m 6 {1,2, ••• ,k}. 
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PROOF of Lemma 1 
k 
From here forwaxd express q j t j { x )  as r j  • t { x ) .  Then, 
j=i 
4-fr,,di^) = ^  {lC{ri,d)hix)exp[ri •  i ( x ) ]  l { r > < i } }  
UTjj  OTfj  
= ICjiT}, d)h{x) exp [ r f  •  i(x)] l{x>d} +  
ICiri, d)h{x)tj{x) exp [rj • t(ar)] l{r><i}-
Int e g r ating, J•^fr,4{x)dx = JtCjirj, d)h{x) exp [rj • t(x)] l{x>d}dx + 
j K , [ r i , d ) h { x ) t j { x ) e x p [ r i  •  e ( x ) ]  l [ j . > d } d x .  
So ^(1) = J I C { V i d ) h { x ) e x p [Ti • t{ x ) ]  l { ^ > d } d x  
+ m-n 
riC'Ari,d)\ 
so Elj(A') = ^l-logA:{l,.(/)l. 
The second partial derivative of the density with respect to qj can, similarly, be used 
t o  f i n d  t h e  s e c o n d  m o m e n t  o f  t j { X ) .  
dn] dr]j { f C j i r i ,  d ) h { x )  exp [17 • ^(a:)] l{j>j} 
+>C{'n, d)h{x)tj{x) exp [1/ • «(x)l l{r>ti}} 
=  d ) h { x )  exp [rj • «(ar)] l{^>d} 
+2K:j{Tf,d)h{x)tj{x)ex^[Ti • t(x)] l{r>ci} 
+A:(f7, d)h{x) [tj{x)f exp [rj • t(x)] l{;r>d} 
= ^r (^ )+^ T i ^ ) + 
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where 
= K:'jj{Ti,d)h{x)exp[ri' t{x)\l{^>d}, 
= •2ICj{Tj,d)h{x)tj{x)exp [Ti '  t{x)]l{^>a},  
and = AC(i|,</)/i(a:) [ij(ar)f exp[»/• 4(i)] 
Then integrating, 
y  0 ; " ( z ) ( / z  =  J  K : i T i , d ) h { x ) e x p [ r t '  t { x ) ] l { ^ > d } d x  
f}C'Jj{v.d)\ 
\ I C { v , d )  J '  
J i f  { x ) d x  = 2 j f C { v , d ) h { x ) t j { x ) e x p [ r i  •  t ( a r ) ]  i . { ^ > d } d x  
and 
j i<^(x)dx = j *;(l/,rf)/!(x)[ij(x)f exp[»c((x)|l(,>j)rfi 
= E(?(.V). 
We arrive at the second moment of t j { X )  through 
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Thus, 
Vartj(.V) = EijC.V) - [Ei,(.Y)|' 
(2 [K'jMY - >:h(i,d)KM\ V 
( [K(n,d]f j 
I j 
= A L 
9 v j [  \ f ^ i V ^ d ) J  
= ^ [ - ^ o g K : { r i , d ) ] .  
To find the covariance between t j { X )  and t m i X )  we look at the mixed partial 
IC(ri, d)h{x)tj{x) exp [?/ • <(x)] } 
+ICj{Tj ,  d)tm{x)h{x) exp [r j  •  
+>(^'miv)tj{x)hix)exp[ri • «(jr)] 
+A:(T/,(/)/i(x)[fj(a;)«m(a^)] exp[»/ • <(x)] 
= + i^lix) + ^ '^(or) + (3.7) 
{ l C j {Tt, d ) h { x ) e x p [Ti' t{ x ) ]  l { x > < i } +  
where 
Cj{rt,d)K:'Jri,d) 
fC{V,d)' 
IC'j{fi,d)lC'Jfi,d) 
f C { v , d y  
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and J il}l{x)dx = Etj{X)tm{X). Integrating both sides of (3.7), reversing the order of 
integration and differentiating with respect to rjj and then r/„i, we have that the l.h.s. is 
zero. This allows us to complete the proof by writing 
C o v { t j { X ) , t m { X ) )  = E(f,(A')f„.(A'))-Ef,(.Y)Ei^(.Y) 
[V lCir,,d) J  \ [IC{ v , d ) f  J \  \lCir,,d) J \  IC{ri,d) ) 
IV fC{V ,d )  J  V [ fC i r } , d ) f  J \  
drjjdrjr, {-log [/:(!/, d)]}. 
With the lemma established, we may use matrix notation to compactly express the 
results. 
E*(A') = 
E t , { X )  r i { r i , d )  
E h i X )  
= 
r - i i r j ^ d )  
m x ) ^  r k i v ^ d )  
= r[T j , d ) .  
The covariance matrix of t { X )  is then given by 
(!/,</) ... r l ' l r i ^ d )  
Var[*(A')] = dr { r i , d )  
dr j  
r ^ i V ^ d )  r ^ { r i , d )  . . .  r l ^ i ' q . d )  
r f {ri , d )  . . .  r l ' i r j . d )  
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3.5 Likelihood-Based Estimation 
Simple inspection of equation (3.3) reveals that a likelihood-based estimator of d  is 
d = min{ari,... ,x„}. The integral in display (3.4) must be positive, as the integrand is 
the unsealed density which, by definition, is non-negative. Since a positive multiple of 
this integral is being subtracted in the log-likelihood, we choose d to give the smallest 
possible value of the integral. This occurs by making d as large as permissible. And, of 
course, d cannot be larger than the smallest observation. 
We compute a local ma.ximum of L{Ti,d) by solving the "likelihood equations." The 
necessary partial derivatives are 
A solution to the set of equations defined by the k versions of (3.8) for j € {1,2, • • • , k} 
i s  a  l i k e l i h o o d - b a s e d  e s t i m a t o r  o f  r f .  
If one can find such a solution and wishes to conclude that a local maximum of the 
likelihood has been found, additional argument is required. The literature often restricts 
itself to discussing only consistent solutions to the likelihood equations. For truncated 
members of the exponential family it is possible to demonstrate that such an estimator 
produces at least a local maximum of the likelihood. Kennedy and Gentle (1980, p. 429) 
= ntj  — nrj{ri , d ) .  
Setting 
d L { T i , d )  
d r j j  
produces the equation 
h  =  r j { T i , d ) .  (3.8) 
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state that for continuously differentiable partials, negative definiteness of the Hessian 
matrix is all that is needed to show that a solution to the likelihood equations is a 
local maximum. By examining the relationship between the Hessian matrix and the 
covariance matri.x of t{X), we can hope to infer negative definiteness. That is, we have 
shown that Var<(.V) is simply 
'dr(Tf,dy 1 \dH{ri , d ) ]  
drj n [ dW J 
Since this is a covariance matrix, it must be non-negative definite. But for fixed d, 
members of the exponential family are such that the natural parameter space contains 
an open ball in which in turn implies that the matrix is nonsingular, positive definite. 
It is clear, therefore, that this matrix of second partials of the log-likelihood is negative 
d e f i n i t e  a n d  ^  i s  a  l o c a l  m a x i m i z e r o f  L { r j , d ) .  
3.6 Inference in a Truncated Exponential Family 
Likelihood-based inference in regular exponential families has been the subject of 
much research. Our purpose here is to study the impact of truncation on inference in 
these families. 
Theorem 5 Asymptotic Independence of the Standardized "Data Vector" 
and the Sample Minimum Assume Xi^x^...., Jn are independent and identically dis­
tributed from the truncated exponential family, (3.2), where h,{x) is a continuous positive 
function of x. Let a„ = min(a-i,... ,Xn), ij = n~^ ~ Efj(ari)), 
and T = (Ti, • • • , Jit)'. The vector T is asymptotically independent of n{d — d). 
PROOF of Theorem 5 
We follow the example of Theorem 4. If we can demonstrate that 
E jexp SjTj^ I (3-9) 
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has a limit that factors into a product of functions of the vector (si, S2,... Sk) and u, then 
we will have demonstrated asymptotic independence. If F is the marginal distribution 
function corresponding to the family (3.2), then quantity (3.9) is 
-  E t j i x i Y  fco poo ( ^ " 
/ ... / exp ^ XI 
n 
exp 
I 7^ 
\ n n J 
t j { x i )  -  EZj(xi) 
v/n ! 
d F { x i ) . . . d F { x n )  
d F { x i )  
(3.10) 
where 
01 = 
and i/'2 = 
L j=i 
i ^ S j n  ^ ^ ^ { t j { x i )  - E t j i x i ) )  
i
k 
i Y ^ s j n - ^ f ^ ( t j { x i )  -  E t j i x i ) )  
) - 1 ^  d F { x i )  
d F { x i ) .  
L j=i ) 
Now 
/ <1^2 = J n < exp E U=1 
i s j { t j ( x i )  -  E^j ( j t ) )  
y/n 
\ 
-  I  >  d F { x i )  +  n j  d F { x i ) .  
So 
i ' i - n  d F { x i )  < n exp 
Jd Jd 
. 
k . 
E j=i 
i s j ( t j { x i )  Ef j (a r i ) )  
\/n 
- I d F ( x i ) .  (3.11) 
Then using the fact that |exp(i0) — 1| < l^'l, 
f'i+^ 
0 2  —  " y  d F { x i )  -  /  K«V«j ( i i ( a r i )  -  Ef j (x i ) )  
J<i 1 j=i 
< / 
i=i •'<' 
5_ , ( f_ , (x i ) -Ef_ , (x i ) )  
f t f , d { x i ) d x i  
/fi,rf(a:i)</a:i 
" ^  " |^i('i(C/) E'i("^i))|/*i.<'(0) 
j=i 
\ /n 
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for some , fa, • • • > 6 So 
>1^ 2 —>  u f n A d ) .  
With 
i'2 — ny d F { x i )  0 as n oo. Thus 
r j  =  [ t j { x i )  -  E t j { x i ) ] ^ f r , 4 { x i )  d x i ,  
ipi coaverges to — ^ by an argument identical to that used in Theorem 4. Thus 
j=i 
we see that expression (3.10) converges to 
k 
^M/'- + exp 
j=i 
which, by Proposition 1, finishes the argument. • 
We next demonstrate that the likelihood-based estimator of d in display (3.2) is 
asymptotically independent of a consistent solution of the likelihood equations (3.8). 
Theorem 6 Asymptotic Joint Distribution of i f  and d  Suppose xi,x2,....,xn are 
independent and identically distributed from distribution (3.2). Further assume that i} 
solves the matrix equation given by (3.8). If fi is consistent for 7/ then \/n{fi — ri) is 
asymptotically normal with mean 0, and covariance matrix 
dr { r i , d )  
dri 
= —n d'L(ri , d )  
dW 
-I 
Further \/n(Tf — r j )  is asymptotically independent of n{d — d). 
PROOF of Theorem 6 
Suppose ri solves the version of the equations in (3.8) where d replaces d. Then 
r{fi,d) = t and r{Ti,d) = t together imply r{fi,d) = r(^,</). 
For j = 1,2, • • • A: 
= niVi d) - rj(^, d) + rj(^, d) - Vjirj, d) 
=  r j i f i ,  d )  -  r j { T i ,  d )  - | -  ( ^ ,  d )  - ry(t|, d). 
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So 
tj - Ef j (X)  =  -  %) 
m=l 
d r j { r i ] , d )  
drij +  r j i ' n , d ) - r j ( f i , d )  
for some i/J on the segment between ^ and f f .  
Now write rj{ri,d) two ways 
k 
rA'h.d) = rj{ri,d) + -  ^m)  
m— L 
' d r j { r i ' , d )  
drin 
and 
r j { r f , d )  =  r j { r i , d )  +  { d - d )  drj{Ti,d'j) 
dd 
(3.13) 
for some d '  G { d , d ) .  (See Figure 3.1 for a = 1 illustration.) So, recalling that 
Function rj{T],d) 
rj{fi,d) 
/Tunction rj{q,d) 
k /rjin.d) 
. , 
Tf f }  V 
Figure 3.1 Illustration of Equations (3.12) and (3.13) 
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rj{Ti,d) = rj{rf,d) = <j, we have 
{ d - d )  
dd — ^  '7m) 
m=l 
%(?/*, (/) 
drir, 
Thus 
- drAfi.d':) 
t j  -  E t j i X )  =  { d -  d )  +  r j i r , ,  d )  -  r , { r j ,  d ) .  
Collecting these equalities for j = 1,2,...,/: into matrix form 
dri{ri,d'i) 
dd 
drk{Ti,dl) 
t - r(t7, d )  = r(^, d) - r(?/, d )  +  { d -  d )  
dd 
Hence 
\/n{ r ( T i , d )  -  r i r i .d)) = \/n{ t  -  r { f i ,  d)) + s/n{d - d) 
Orijri.dl) 
dd 
drkiv. dl) 
dd 
Now then, the assumed consistency of if, the fact that each dj is between d and d and 
the smoothness of the rj together imply that the vector of partials of r with respect to 
d converges in probability to a constant vector. Then, the fact that \/n{d — d) converges 
to 0 in probability implies that 
y/n{ r { f i , d )  - r { T i , d ) )  
has the same limiting distribution as 
y/nii-r{Ti,d)), 
namely multivariate normal with mean 0 and covariance matrix Varfc. 
But then for some rf" on the segment between ^ and ij 
,dy j ( l j , d )  -  r j { T j , d )  =  -  V m )  
m=l L 
(3.14) 
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In matrix notation 
r { T i , d )  - T { r i , d )  =  
9ri{Til',d) dri{Ti'i-,d) dri{rt'i',d) 
drti dm dr)k 
dr2iTiY,d) dr2{Ti",d) dr2irt2',d) 
drii dri2 drjk 
i v - v ) -
drkiv'k',d) drkjrjl-, d) drkjrt'k'J) 
drji dT]2 drjk 
Note that the matrix of partials multiplying {fl — fj) in this expression converges in 
probability (because of the consistency of ri and the smoothness of the rj's) to the 
matrix 
dr{Ti, d) 
d f j  = Vart. 
Thus 
= \/« r^ivT.d) r'^[il'2'4) ... rf(!/",£/) 
-I 
{ r { T i , d ) - T { r i , d ) )  
rl'ivr.d) r1^{r,r,d) ... rf(i,r,^) 
has a multivariate normal limiting distribution with mean 0 and covariance matrix 
[Vart]"^ 
Regarding the asymptotic independence of y/n{rf — rj) and y/n{d — d), note that 
/ 
\ 
n{d — d) \ 
y/n{fi -17) 
n{d — d) 
V n i f l - f i )  
The proof shows that y/n{rf — tj) converges to 0 in probability. So 
y/nifl-Ti) • ^ 
n { d - d )  
yjn{ri - rj) 
n(d - d) 
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have the same limiting distribution. But ^ is a function of t through (the 
inverse of r ( - ,  d) mapping to R^). The smoothness of r ( - ,  d) implies that \/n(^ -17) 
is essentially a linear function of y/n{t — Et(.Y)) which by Theorem 5 is asymptotically 
independent of n[d — d). • 
3.7 Likelihood Ratio Tests 
The theory we developed for the asymptotic distribution of likelihood-based estima­
tors in model (3.2) has implications for likelihood ratio testing in that family. To begin 
with, consider the hypotheses 
Ho: = {Vo -i do) 
HA : not Hq. 
The likelihood ratio approach to testing these is to look at the statistic 
n 
sup YlfrtA-^i) 
A(l)o, 4) = . (3.15) 
f t o  . J o  ( )  
i=l  
and reject Hq for large values of this statistic. The asymptotic null distribution of A 
is, thus, of considerable interest. Classical results imply that for likelihood ratio testing 
of point null hypotheses in A:-parameter families, limiting distributions are relevant. 
Here we need to assess the impact of the non-regularity introduced into the exponential 
family by the truncation parameter. 
Consider a second order multivariate Taylor expansion of 
log 
at the point {ri,d). This is 
Li=l 
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71 n ^ *1 
5 1  -  d ) ^ — l o g f r , , d { X i )  
1=1 1=1 i"=l fl,d 
n k 
1=1 j=l 
"l" 
_ + 
2 fl,d 
{ d o  -  d f ^^log fr,,d{x{) 
1=1 fi,d 
+ 
n k ^2 
- njf-^iogfr,,diXi) 
i=l j=l t)4 
n k 
1=1 j=i 
n  
fi,d 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
>=l Ji^ja 
I 
^,(i 
{do - df^^ \ogfr,,d{Xi) 
^dd^ 
1 =1 
"l" 
+ — 
T)*,d' 6 
" ^ 
i=i i=i '-i Tl',d' 
dP 
n k 
v'M' 
^ ^3 
»}•,</• 
n 
YlY^^noi - flj){do - Q^.Q^ log/„.rf(.c.) 
i=i i=i V'-d' 
'=1 Jt^iz 
n 
+52 52 ~ ~ %2)('7oi3 - nh) 
i=l lyJi'iz 
distinct 
v'4' 
^Ogfr,,d{Xi) (3.16) 
n\d' 
for some point {Ti',d') = a(f7o,</o) + (1 — oiKv^d) for a € (0,1). With (t |o,</o) prob­
ability one, min(xi,... ,x„) > do, and this expansion makes sense. Classical results 
(those for families that satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1) follow, in the simplest case, 
from showing that the second order terms in such an expansion are asymptotically in­
dependent chi-square random variables with a single degree of freedom. (With k such 
variables, the sum is asymptotically xl-) More generally, you often demonstrate that the 
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second order terms form, collectively, a Ar-dimensional quadratic form whose asymptotic 
limiting distribution is chi-square. To get the classical results in regular families, one 
also needs to know that the remainder terms vanish in the limit. This follows from the 
regularity conditions of Theorem 1. 
We will show that similar results hold in our particular non-regular situation. The 
classical assumptions are not satisfied in our problem. 
V 
no --
I 
{do, no) 
Likelihood 
Positive \ I Likelihood 0 
Line segment 
containing 
the point 
i d - , n ' )  
d o  ( I  d  
Figure 3.2 Illustration of relationship between (</, 17), { d ' . q ' ) ,  and (</o,J7o) 
The most obvious departure from the classical situation in our model is the lack of 
smoothness of the likelihood in the parameter d. In the A: = 1 illustration in Figure 3.2, 
every value to the right of d has 0 likelihood. In particular the likelihood is discontinuous 
on every e-ball centered at {fj,d). This produces an apptirent technical diflSculty in 
making an expansion like (3.16) since Taylor's Theorem is usually stated in terms of an 
open neighborhood about the point of expansion. But this difficulty is more apparent 
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than real, since with (t/o,c/o) probability one, (i/oi^o) has positive likelihood and the 
likelihood is smooth along the line segment connecting {rio,do) and (»),</). 
The general form in display (3.16) simplifies because all second and higher order 
derivatives of log/q,(i(i) with respect to the t/j's are constant in x, as are first and 
higher order derivatives with respect to d. That is, rewriting (3.16) for our family (3.2) 
^ log/no.Jo(2^i) = 51 ~ 
1=1 1=1 dd fi,d 
n k 
n,d 
+Y.^^voj- nj)-^^ogfr,A^i) .+ [I] Y^inoj-fijf ^iog/„,d 
1=1 j=i " j=i h fi,d 
+n (%-i - KVoh - nh) a -j log fn,d 
h^h 
+«X] 1 j=i I "''alas 
rt4 
+ 
n { d o - d f ^ \ o g f ^4 
T),d 
+ 
1=1 
+ 
>=1 'J ri'4' 
j=i 
k 
J 
cP 
V'~d' 
+ [?] \ogUd 
rt',d' 
+ inoji - nji )inoh - nh )(<^o - d) log frf,d 9r]jidT]jjdd tl'.d 
+ 2. 
ji.j2j3 distinct 
From display (3.15) 
inoji '?ii)('7oi2 %2)('7oj3 f/jz) .-J ^ p .  log/,|,j .(3.17) 
''o) = 2 log A(f?o, do) = -2 XI log/'»o.rfo(^.) - Y11°6 
1=1 1=1 
We can approximate this random variable using the Taylor expansion (3.17) and, by 
doing so, hope to understand the asymptotic null behavior of A in terms of the behavior 
of a polynomial in {do — d) and the (r/oj — Vj) for j 6 {1,2,... , k}. 
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It is immediately clear that 
" d 
iVoj - ^ frjA^i) = 0 for ail j 
n4 
since the value of ri is chosen so that the first partials are equal to zero. Examining the 
second order term in rf requires a little care. It is clear 
k 
-  (r i Y ^ i n o j  - - ^ l o g f „ 4  
fl,d 
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+2n V (?7oji - - Vh) log/n-d (3.18) 
fl4j 
is the quadratic form 
-[Vn{Tto - •n)'] • f l \  d'L{v,dy 
\ n j  d V  .  [v^(i7o - »?)]. (3.19) fl,d 
By Theorem 6 we know that, under Ho, \/n{rjQ — t}) converges to a normal random vari­
able with mean 0 and covariance matrix [Var<(.V)]~', where t is distributed according to 
the parameters (i/q, do). Since {d'^ld^rfj) log and {0'^fdrjjdijjn) Iog/„,(i are continuous 
in 1/ and d within the region of interest, and since {fi,d) is consistent, it is immediate 
that 
drjj^drjj^ log/n.d fl,d dr]j,dr)_ 
log/»!,</ 
'J2 
forallii,i2 €{1,2,...,A:}. (3.20) 
VQ<do 
Lemma 1 establishes that (^) 0^L(v4) = —Var[t(.V)]. Thus, we may appeal to stan­
dard results (see, for e.xample, Result 4.7, p. 140, Johnson and Wichern, 1992) to 
conclude that the quantity in display (3.19) is asymptotically x|-
Continuity of the partial derivatives and consistency of (^, d) enable us to conclude 
that all second order mixed-partial terms (that contain d) as well as all third and higher 
order terms converge to zero in probability. The cross-product second order term 
-2n{T]oj - fij){do - <^)^^log/,,d (3.21) 
ri4 
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provides an example of the typical argument for demonstrating a term to be asymp­
totically negligible. We have shown n{d — do) converges to an Exp(l) variable while 
{ r j o j  —  r j j )  c o n v e r g e s  t o  z e r o  a n d  t h e  d e r i v a t i v e  t e r m  c o n v e r g e s  i n  p r o b a b i l i t y  t o  { 6 ^ /  
drjdd) log fr,4 
We next observe that the linear term in d in display (3.17) is asymptotically expo­
nentially distributed. 
Theorem 7 (Sampling Distribution of the Linear Term for the Truncation 
Parameter) Assume Xi,... are independent and identically distributed from the 
distribution with density (3.2). Then 
d { d - d ) ^ — \ o g f ^ 4 { x i )  
1=1 V,d 
converges in distribution to an exponential random variable with mean one. 
PROOF of Theorem 7 
It is clear that 
n .-J n 
{d - d)Y^—log f„4{xi) = id-d)Y^—Aog 
1=1 ,=i ^ 
h { x )  exp [ri • <(-r.)] 
/•oo 
I  h { x ) e K p [ T i '  t { x ) ] d x  
. Jd 
= —n(J — </)^ log h { x )  e x p  [rf •  t { x ) ]  dx^ 
fl,d 
fl,d 
= n{d — d) X 
h ( d ) e x p  r i  •  t { d )  
h { x ) e x p [ T i  '  t { x ) ]  d x ^  
(3.22) 
Theorem 3 tells us that n{d — d) converges in distribution to an exponential random 
variable with mean frt4[d)~^. Using formula (3.2) we see that 
( I  /i(x)exp[i| • i(x)] d x )  
n{d) exp [rt • t(a)] 
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Continuity of the density and consistency of (ri^d) implies that 
ft (J) exp ^Tf • t{d) h { d )  exp [rj • 
h { x ) e x p [ n ' t { x ) ]  d x ^  h { x )  exp [i; • t { x ) ]  d x ^  
The product in (3.22) is, therefore, asymptotically exponential with mean one. • 
By Theorem 7 and the previous discussion, we see that, in the limit, the likelihood 
ratio statistic reduces to the sum of two independent random variables, one of which 
is and the other of which is twice an exponential random variable with mean one. 
But an exponential variable with mean two is Xi- It 's well known that the sum of 
independent chi-square random variables is chi-square with degrees of freedom equal 
to the sum of the component degrees of freedom. So the limiting null distribution of 
=2logA(T7(j,f/o) is xl+2-
3.7.1 Confidence Regions 
A large n confidence region for (»/,(/) can be had by inverting likelihood ratio tests 
of Ho : {rj,d) = {TjQ,do). That is, an approximate 7-level confidence region for [rf.d) is 
given by 
—0 
.1=1 
J] loghA^i) - log fvA^i) 
ri4 ,=1 fi4 
< \fc+2(7)  (3.23) 
3.7.2 Profile Likelihood 
It makes sense to consider likelihood ratio tests for parts of the parameter vector 
{rt,d). The most obvious version is probably the case Ho = tJq. The likelihood ratio 
statistic in this case involves maximizing the likelihood over d where rf = i/q- That is, 
we consider 
L{ri,d) - supL{Tio,d). 
d 
(3.24) 
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It is obvious (from casual inspection) that sup(£ ^ log/(x,|i7o, </) is achieved when d = 
The same sort of arguments that were used in the analysis of likelihood ratio testing 
for Ho : iVid) = apply here as well. Continuity of the log-likelihood and its 
derivatives in q on the interval between rjo and fj ensures that the third order term is 
asymptotically zero under the null hypothesis, since n(//o — 7)^ —> 0. The first order term 
is zero by the definition of /). The second order term is asymptotically since, under 
Ho, the expression \/n{q — q) is asymptotically normal and the continuity of derivatives 
of the function (3.2) in {q,d) implies 
(where d is the value of the truncation parameter). 
The extension of this result to fc > 1 is similar to (but easier than) our analysis of the 
null behavior of the likelihood ratio test statistic for Ho '•{'n,d) = {TiQ,do). We need to 
express the second order partials as quadratic forms and use standard results concerning 
quadratic forms of normal random vectors. The resultant test statistic is asymptotically 
xl under Ho = fJo. Thus, in terms of handling data from a truncated distribution 
with unknown truncation point, one may approximate the threshold parameter with 
the sample minimum and proceed as if the parameter is known. Asymptotically the 
likelihood ratio test statistic has the same distribution as if the threshold parameter 
were known. 
min{x,}JL, = d. So we consider a Taylor expansion of (3.24) in 17 only. 
I n  t h e  c a s e  w h e r e  / :  =  1 ,  f o r  s o m e  q '  o n  t h e  i n t e r v a l  b e t w e e n  q o  a n d  f j ,  
—^^'1 ri " ' /  fi 
1 
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3.8 Numerics for the Truncated Normal Problem 
Having developed asjmiptotic theory for likelihood-based inference in general con­
tinuous truncated exponential families we now present a specific application. We study 
the truncated normal problem since the normal distribution is part of our motivating 
problem and has many other applications. 
As discussed in the last chapter. Cohen (1959) devised a method for obtaining max­
imum likelihood estimates in the usual parameterization for the truncated normal dis­
tribution with known truncation point. His method involves an auxiliary function of a 
single parameter. Since the sample minimum is the maximum likelihood estimator of an 
unknown truncation point in the normal family, we can make use of Cohen's work for 
numerical purposes by treating the sample minimum as a known truncation point. In 
what follows an explicit procedure is presented for getting MLEs numerically by taking 
advantage of this auxiliary function. (.Added to Cohen's effort is the invertability of the 
auxiliary function and a prescription for estimating a value of that inverse both directly 
and through the use of Base SAS® software.) Define 
Z(e) H0(^)/(1 -<^(0) and (7(J,x,.f) =.:/(i--(/V (3.25) 
(where = [(n — l)ln]s^) and further define 
A(a = {1 - Z[^) [Z(0 - ^]} {Z(0 - e}"'. (3.26) 
Then 
d \  { Z  -  ^ Z '  -  2 Z Z ' )  -f- 2(1 - Z ' ) { Z  - O i l - Z ^  +  Z ^  
d ^ ~  ( Z - e ) -
where 
dz smm - (m+wop 
af [1 - *(0)=' 
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PW of K ( )  and a x { ( ) / a (  
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PuncttoR 
Dertvattve 
Figure 3.3 A plot of A(^) and its first derivative 
Figure 3.3 is a plot of A(^) and its first derivative. 
Since the derivative of A(^) exists and is positive (at least on [—5,5]) we know that 
a smooth inverse for A, A"^, exists. We may then obtain our estimates of n and as 
0-2 = 5^ + ^{A~^ [(/{</, (3,27) 
and 
fi = X -0{A~^[5(rf,x,sf)]}(x -(/). (3.28) 
where the function 0(-) is defined in display (2.8). Figure 3.4 is a plot of the function 
9{g) (or to be precise). 
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Estimation Curve for left truncated samples 
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Figure 3.4 A log-log plot of d{g) vs g 
We now have reached an explicit method for obtaining the MLEs for /i and a in, 
more or less, closed form. The only difficulty occurs with computing the function A~'(5r). 
There are several reasonable methods. 
The Stone-VVeierstrass Theorem guarantees that there is a sequence of polynomials 
that converge to A~'. By selecting a mesh of values for we might generate a collection 
of ordered pairs, (^, A(^)), that can be used to develop an approximating polynomial 
(through regression). (This procedure is unambiguous in the sense that, for a given 
one can explicitly compute A(^). Hence, although one wishes to approximate the 
j 
i 
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X Overlayed With Polynomial Approximation 
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Figure 3.5 The inverse of A and the fifth degree polynomial generated by 
fitting points (if, A"'(ir/)) for ^ € {0.01,0.02,,0.99} 
function A"^ none of points used for generating the approximating polynomial have 
error.) We used this method to produce the polynomial 
p { g )  =  -6.474948 + 49.875654if - 215.036450^^ 
+484.408232(7^ - 515.706547(7'' + 210.885646(7^ 
p{g) is within 0.1 of A~^(£f) as long as A~' is in the interval (—3.5,3.5). (Since, in 
our application, A~^ produces the z-score of the truncation point, this is presumably 
the common situation in practice.) Figure 3.5 shows p overlayed with A"^. Further 
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tinkering reveals that a seventeenth degree polynoniial yields two places of accuracy for 
approximating A~^ as long as is in (—3.0,3.0). 
For accuracy beyond the second decimal place one may use an iterative routine, such 
as Newton-Raphson, or a binary search where the starting value for ^ = A~^(3:) is derived 
from a polynomial approximation. (The author's experience with the problem suggests 
that, typically, using a binary search results in faster convergence.) 
Another possibility for improving the approximation of A~' is to use a polynomial fit 
over a smaller part of the possible domain. The distribution o{s^/{x—d)^ is complicated. 
We can, however, get an idea of what are likely values of s^/{x — d)^ through simulation. 
This will depend upon the part of the normal tail that is truncated. Table 3.1 was 
constructed by simulating .500 samples of size one hundred each using ^ = 0 and <r = 1. 
The minimum, maximum, average, and standard deviation of ^^/(x — </)^ are given. 
Once the maximum likelihood estimates of fj. and a are had, we may immediately 
compute the maximum likelihood estimates of 71 and q2- Theorem 9.2.1 of Bain and 
Englehart (1987) ensures that transformations of MLEs are MLEs of the transformed 
parameters. Since r/i = — 1/2(T^ and 72 = we know that 171 = and fi2 = I 
are MLEs of and f/2 respectively. 
3.9 Exploring Inference for the Usual Parameterization of the 
Truncated Normal Distribution 
Natural first extensions for Theorems 5 and 6 would be to state results for maximum 
likelihood estimation for parameterizations other than the "natural" one. Considering 
that one can usually switch between parameterizations through the application of a 
smooth transformation, we should expect that the nature of asymptotics for likelihood-
based estimators would not fundcimentally change. Estimators for the two types of pa-
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Table 3.1 The behavior of s^/(x — based on 500 samples of size 100 
d  min max mean std dev d  min max mean std dev 
-2.75 0.0970 0.3404 0.1852 0.04045 0.00 0.3918 1.1029 0.5740 0.0858 
-2.50 0.1183 0.3368 0.1949 0.03914 0.25 0.4201 0.9912 0.6206 0.0941 
-2.25 0.1154 0.3401 0.2151 0.03617 0.50 0.4011 1.0988 0.6634 0.1071 
-2.00 0.1475 0.4081 0.2398 0.03904 0.75 0.4611 1.0805 0.6900 0.0996 
-1.75 0.1742 0.4098 0.2736 0.04093 1.00 0.4464 1.1158 0.7250 0.1065 
-1.50 0.1827 0.4598 0.3073 0.04347 1.25 0.4914 1.2307 0.7423 0.1149 
-1.25 0.2188 0.4811 0.3478 0.04879 1.55 0.5139 1.2490 0.7736 0.1203 
-1.00 0.2356 0.6252 0.3974 0.05916 1.75 0.5195 1.3273 0.8089 0.1239 
-0.75 0.2710 0.6459 0.4421 0.06218 2.00 0.5520 1.3198 0.8206 0.1286 
-0.50 0.2902 0.7012 0.4909 0.06742 2.25 0.5318 1.4878 0.8412 0.1465 
-0.25 0.2726 0.7968 0.5323 0.07894 2.50 0.4769 1.7825 0.8548 0.1511 
rameters would still be asymptotically independent, those for the "regular" parameters 
would still be asymptotically normal, and that for the truncation parameter, asymp­
totically exponential. Further, since point null hypotheses about the vector ly or the 
vector correspond to point null hypotheses after transformation, the discussion of 
likelihood ratio testing carries over directly to "'other" parameterizations. 
The fact that one can switch between parameterizations through the use of a smooth 
function lends itself to an e.xplicit method for obtaining the asymptotic variances of the 
estimators of ''usual" parameters in terms of the elements of Vart(A'). We may use the 
approximate covariance matrix of the estimators of natural parameters and the matrix of 
first partials of the transforming function to produce the approximate covariance matrix 
of MLEs in the usual parameterization. In the normal problem let and p be the 
asymptotic standard deviations and correlation for qi and 7)2- The delta method implies 
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that the limiting distribution of \/n{fi — — cr) has covariance matrix 
dn dn 
dvi 9t)2 
d<r d<r 
_ Ovi 9'J2 _ 
da 
di)l dvi 
dtT 
drn _ 
. (2^1) 
1 
0 4 
rn 
^ (i) 
0 
By substituting (T?^, and p from the inverse of the covariance matrix of eval­
uated at 171, fj2, and d from our estimation techniques developed last section, we can 
obtain estimates of the variances of /i and <t. 
Here we explore the small sample behavior of the maximum likelihood estimators, jj. 
and a-, and the null behavior of the likelihood ratio test statistic for testing Ho o", d) = 
(/io, (To, do) using simulation. We note that testing Ho :(/i, cr, d) = (/io, <To, (/q) is the 
same as testing Hq :(77i, r]2i d) = { — il'la'l, do) and so, in principle, we can use 
either form of the density when conducting the test and presumably arrive at the same 
inferences. 
To begin, consider the nature of confidence regions for the vector (/.i, cr, d) obtained 
by inverting likelihood ratio tests. Such a region will not be the Cartesian product 
of a confidence interval for d and a confidence region for /i and a. Nor will it have 
the elliptical shape that one normally associates with inverting likelihood ratio tests 
when all the parameters are of the natural variety. A typical likelihood-based region is 
shown in Figure .3.6 (the variance is held constant to make a two-dimensional plot). The 
confidence region is the triangular region on the plot. There are horizontal reference 
lines marking the true and estimated values of n and vertical reference lines for the true 
and estimated values of d. 
The joint density for a sample of size n from the truncated normal distribution is 
(crV^) "exp Eifi 
«=i 2(T2 
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- n log((T) - —(5^ + _ ^ )2) 
The log-likelihood is 
I(/i, <T, d) = -n log 1 - $ 
We expand L{iJ.o,(TQ,do) about the point L{p,,a-,d) using a Taylor series 
n 
^ ^  loS (^«) 
(3.29) 
1=1 
d 
= + (/'o - log 
1=1 ^ 1=1 ii,a,d 
^ d ^ d 
+{(70 - 0-) — log/^,< , , j ( x , )  + { d Q -  l o g f ^ ^ ^ 4 { x i )  
. v-u 
1=1 t=l ii,a,d 
+ 
+ 
i^lQ - log L,aA3:i) 
{ d o  -  d ) ' ^ ' ^ - ^ \ o g  
+ 
i=l 
(i,a,d 
(i,a,d 
(ao - log 
+(Mo - ft){do - log/^,^,d(x.) 
+(/io -/i)(<To - log/^.^,rf(x,) 
+(ffo - '5-)(Jo - •og/^,<r,d(j^i) 
i=l 
3 3-j 
(t,a ,d 
(i,a ,d 
n df 
+EE(^° du^daw-j-'' ^ J=0 i=0 i=l ^ 
(3.30) 
li\a\d' 
where [ f i ' ^ a ' . d ' )  is on the segment connecting (/io,cro,do) and {fj,,a,d). 
We need the first and second partial derivatives of the log-likelihood in order to 
explicitly compute the various terms of the expansion. Presumably (as we showed to be 
the case for the natural parameterization) the remainder terms converge to zero and so 
we will not produce explicit formulations for the third derivatives. (We shall, in fact, 
demonstrate that this apparently happens by showing that the left-hand side of (3.30) 
is approximately equal to the simi of select terms on the right-hand side. And this 
approximation improves with the sample size.) 
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Figure 3.6 A typical likelihood-based confidence region for {f.i, d) based on 
n=25 
The various partials needed to compute the linear and quadratic terms in expression 
(3.30) are 
^ (i^) , n { x - f i )  
d f i  ^2 
OL nn 
1 — H ) ) ' ,  
d a  a  a  
d d  
dL^ 
5^2 
= n 
[1 - * (^)] ('^) •t'{¥) + (?)[<»(¥)]'  
+ 
n [ x  —  f i )  
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dL^ 
da^ 
=  n  i  
' * c^) ['^ (¥) c-^) + C^) (¥)] + i* {¥)fi'^f 
[ i - * ( ^ ) l  
fT> ^ r 1 ! — \T 
= n < 
dV-
dcrdf-i 
dL^ _ n 
dddfj. (T 
' [1 - •> (^)l ^  (¥) (?) + [^ (¥)]' i^)" 
[ i - f ( ^ ) f  
'  [ i - » ( ^ ) ]  [ < i > { ¥ ) ]  ('^) - K¥)]'( ^ ) "  
-"c- 1 
- A'). 
and 
l^ L 
ddda 
' [1 - * {¥)] (¥) c^)' -•»(¥)]-['» (¥)]' (^) 
[ i - * ( ^ ) ] '  
(3.31) 
It is interesting that in this parameterization the second and higher order derivatives 
with respect to ij. and a depend on the data (unlike in the natural parameterization). 
The principal practical difficulty when applying asymptotic theory to a real problem 
is knowing for what sample sizes one may trust the limiting results. For asymptotic 
results to be useful, it is necessary for the approximations they provide to be adequate 
at moderate sample sizes. 
Presented here are the results of several small simulations for truncated normal data. 
The generating distribution was, in fact, standard normal with truncation point —I. Five 
hundred replications were made with sample sizes of 30, 100, 1000 and 10000. Several 
plots are also presented to illustrate the behavior of the MLE vector and the Taylor 
approximation to the likelihood ratio statistic for Ho :{fi,<T,d) = (0,1,-1). The key 
features in Table 3.2 are as follows. The last column is twice the sum of the asymp­
totically non-negligible terms (the first four columns) in the Taylor expansion (twice 
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Table 3.2 Summary statistics for the null distribution of terms in the Taylor 
expansion of the LRT statistic for Ho = (0,1, —1) 
n 
linear quad quad cross 
d /I «r /i-(r 
cross cross 
<T-d fi-d 2xsum 
30 MIN 
MAX 
MEAN 
STD DEV 
0. 010 0. 000 0. 000 -28. 634 
8. 517 10. 172 20. 620 5. 078 
1. 207 1. 179 1. 560 -1. 585 
1. 412 1. 494 2. 502 3. 235 
769 -5. 003 
5. 298 2. 942 
0. 217 -. 230 
0. 506 0. 775 
0. 206 
34. 300 
4. 724 
4. 693 
100 MIN 
MAX 
MEAN 
STD DEV 
0. 001 0. 000 0. 000 -26. 533 
10. 51 12. 66 19. 300 1. 701 
1. 115 1. 103 I. 179 -1. 181 
1. 307 1. 577 1. 998 2. 442 
-. 043 -3. 591 
1. 833 1. 314 
0. 057 -. 080 
0. 143 0. 402 
0. 137 
39. 386 
4. 432 
3. 837 
1000 MIN 
MAX 
MEAN 
STD DEV 
0. 005 0. 000 0. 000 -18. 498 
6. 285 11. 480 16. 304 1. 337 
0. 947 1. 055 1. 048 -1. 096 
0. 943 1. 509 1. 610 2. 010 
036 -. 608 
0. 124 0. 546 
0 .  0 0 5  O i l  
0. 016 0. 099 
0. 177 
17. 614 
3. 907 
2. 716 
10000 MIN 
MAX 
MEAN 
STD DEV 
0. 001 0. 000 0. 000 -14. 732 
9. 185 12. 450 12. 474 1. 702 
0. 933 1. 080 I. 010 -1. 025 
0. 918 I. 605 I. 469 1. 863 
-. 016 -. 180 
0. 025 0. 258 
0. 001 001 
0. 004 0. 031 
0. 099 
22. 148 
3. 994 
2. 961 
because asymptotically it is twice the sum that is The limiting null distribution of 
the test statistic is x^. The distribution has mean four and standard deviation 2.83. 
The sum column suggests that the second order Taylor approximation to the likelihood 
ratio statistic has converged to its limit (by sample size 1000). Figure 3.7 shows four 
panels comparing values of the LRT statistic with what one would compute using only 
terms from the Taylor expansion that are asymptotically not zero. In the limit all points 
lie on the line. 
Another feature of the table is the decreasing trend (in absolute value) of the terms 
corresponding to the mixed partials of d with n and d with a. Theory suggests that 
these terms converge to zero as the sample size increases. This, in fact, is what happens. 
VVe e.xpect that the maximum likelihood estimators of y, and <t to be approximately 
normal as n increases. Figures 3.8 and 3.9 display estimated sampling distributions 
for /< and a. The histograms and normal plots are consistent with our expectations. In 
addition, Table 3.3 seems to suggest that somewhere between 100 and 1,000 observations. 
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Table 3.3 Statistics for checking normality of maximum likelihood estima­
tors for fjL and a 
fi & 
Sample Sample 
Sample Sample Standard Shapiro Sample Standard Shapiro 
Size Mean Deviation Wilk p-value Mean Deviation Wilk p-value 
30 
100 
1000 
10000 
-0.28622 
-0.05444 
-0.00714 
-0.00156 
0.68145 
0.21748 
0.05899 
0.01856 
0.75343 
0.93413 
0.98504 
0.98962 
0 
0 
0.50360 
0.92364 
1.084293 
1.01673 
1.00487 
1.000342 
0.30567 
0.13184 
0.03973 
0.01284 
0.90071 
0.97728 
0.98341 
0.98870 
0 
0.01172 
0.31409 
0.87246 
the distributions of /i and a are indistinguishable from normal. 
The maximum likelihood estimator of d  is expected to be exponential while the first 
order term of the expansion (3.17) is expected to be The side by side plots of 
Figure 3.10 demonstrate this. It is well known the sample mean and sample variance 
are independent unbiased estimators of fi and based on data from an untruncated 
normal distribution. In Table 3.2 we see clearly that the second order cross product 
term for fi and a is consistently close to negative one. Were independence between the 
estimators in the problem with no truncation to translate to the truncated version of 
the problem, we would expect this term to be very nearly zero. From Table 3.4 we see 
that truncation of sixteen percent ($( — !)) of distribution introduces a strong negative 
correlation between /i and <t. Equations (3.27) and (3.28) are in accord with this fact 
s i n c e  o n e  s y s t e m a t i c a l l y  a d d s  9 { x  —  d ) ^  t o  t h e  s a m p l e  v a r i a n c e  a n d  s u b t r a c t s  0 { x  —  d )  
from the sample mean to produce fx and 
Perhaps the most interesting cispect of the simulations is revealed in Figure 3.11. The 
Table 3.4 Estimated correlations between sample moments and between 
maximum likelihood estimators of and (t 
Sample Correlation Correlation Sample Correlation Correlation 
Size X  and s i  p ,  and a  Size X  and s ]  p .  and & 
30 0.390267 -0.84886 1000 0.421604 -0.72072 
100 0.408653 -0.76025 10000 0.452866 -0.68601 
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four panels are plots of the X4 distribution expected order statistics against simulated 
ordered values of the likelihood ratio test statistic. Even for sample sizes as small as 
30, the X4 distribution is a remarkably good fit. This is, perhaps, surprising given that 
Figure 3.7 seems to indicate there can be quite large effects from terms that, only in the 
limit, are zero. Apparently the e.xtra noise from these terms is more likely to mitigate 
departures from the asymptotic null distribution than exacerbate them. 
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Plot of LRT statistic vs Taylor Approximation Plot of LRT statistic vs Taylor Approximation 
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Figure 3.7 The likelihood ratio test statistic vs. the sum of the asymptot­
ically non-negligible terms of the Taylor series for sample sizes 
n=30, 100, 1000, and 10000 
Figure 3.8 The sampling distribution of fi for n=30, 100, 1000, 10000 
Figure 3.9 The sampling distribution of a for n=30, 100, 1000, 10000 
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Figure 3.11 \;4 plots, each showing the likelihood ratio test statistic from 
500 simulations where the data producing the statistic is gen­
erated from a truncated standard normal with truncation pa­
rameter —1 and for sample sizes n=30, 100, 1000, and 10000 
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4 INFERENCE IN CENSORED EXPONENTIAL FAMILIES 
(WITH UNKNOWN CENSORING PARAMETER) 
In this chapter we consider (as a second preliminary to analysis of our motivating 
problem) inference based on independent and identically distributed observations from 
a left-censored exponential family of distributions with unknown censoring point. In­
ference for left censored members of the regular exponential family is similar to that 
for their truncated counter-parts. The technical details are more complicated, owing to 
the nature of the observation vector. Under censoring, a data vector typically contains 
observations that are "realized" values and observations that you only know to be below 
the censoring point. This leads, in theoretical analysis, to dealing with distributions 
that are, in part, absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure and, in part, 
absolutely continuous with respect to a counting measure on oo". 
4.1 Notation 
Before proceeding, we establish notation for dealing with censored exponential fam­
ilies. Of pcirticular mention is the notation for expectation, since the expected value of 
complete observations inherently depends on the censoring point. We resolve the issue 
by defining expectation for only the uncensored version of the problem. Define, for this 
chapter, 
ff,{x) the density (with respect to Lebesgue measure) of a member of the 
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exponential family with canonical parameter vector i|, the density of 
which is fr,{x) = h{x)tC{Ti)exp [rj • i(x)), 
Fff{x) the cumulative distribution of /i,(x), 
d the censoring point (smallest value that can be detected), 
f^4[x) the density frf{x) with left-censoring parameter </, 
T}j one of k "regular" parameters, 
T J  the vector (171, //2, • • • , V k ) \  
f j j  the -solution of the "likelihood equations", 
d the minimum observation of those greater than d, d = min{x, |x,- > (/}, 
the number of censored observations in a sample of size n, 
Or the number of "realized" observations in the sample of size n, 
p  the probability of a non-detect, / h { x ) K { r j )  exp (1/ • t { x ) ) d x ,  
J —00 
p _ tjjg sample proportion of non-detects, 
n 
p an estimate of p derived from d and 1) and the form of the density, 
f  h { x ) f C { r i )  e x p  { f f '  t { x ) )  d x ,  
J —CO 
E^j(.V) the expected value of t j ( X )  for the density /t}(x), 
EtrtjiX) the expected value of fj(A') for the truncated density, 
t j { x ) h { x ) l C { T i ) exp {ti ' t{x))dx, 
V a .Tirtj{ X )  the variance of t j { X )  for the truncated density, 
V a v t r t j i X )  = (1 - p ) - ' j ^ { t j { x )  -  E t r t j { X ) m x ) K : { T i ) e x p { r j  • t { x ) ) d x ,  
Covtritj, tm) the covariance of { t j { X ) ,  t m i X ) )  for the truncated density, 
C o V t r { t j , t m )  = (1 - p)~^j ~ " E(r<m)/»,(x)(/x, 
Varirt(X) the variance matrix of 4(.V) for the truncated density, 
t j  the sample average value of t j ,  t j  =  —  ^  ^i(x,). 
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—  (  [ / i ( a j ) e x p ( i 7  •  t { x ) )  d x \  ,  
dICir,) 
J C i v )  
JC'jirj) 
iqjiri) 
fqjv) 
Exp[/3] 
IC'jiri) = 
qjiri)  = 
d n j  
d^iCin) 
d'v] ' 
iC'JM = ^ 
d^lCM 
drijdrjm' 
the expoaential distribution with mean l3, the density of which is 
given by /^{x) = ^exp l{x>0}-
4.2 Censored Exponential Families 
An observation from the regular exponential family with unknown threshold parame­
t e r  d may take the value oo" if it is censored (is a "non-detect") or a value x 6 [d, oo). 
Such an observation has density with respect to Lebesgue measure on R plus a unit point 
mass on oo" given by 
l{r=-oo} 
+ h { x ) K : { r f ) e x p  j  
for 1/ 6 R'' and </ € R. The log likelihood for n iid observations is then 
LiTi,d) = < 
n_oo log ) f C { ' q )  e x p { f i  •  t { x ) )  d x  ) 
{«" 9 ri>£i} j=l 
+nR log AC(»7) + ^ \ o g h { x { )  d<minxi 
{{ 9 ri>d} 
-OO d > minx,-. 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
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4.3 Maximum Likelihood Estimators 
Simple inspectioa of display (4.2) reveals that, provided < n (the situation we 
will consider hence forth), the likelihood-based estimator of is = min{x, |x,- > -co}. 
This is because the integrand appearing there is necessarily nonnegative. The greater the 
upper limit of integration, therefore, the larger the integral. But the largest d producing 
Lirf,d) > —oo is the smallest observed real data value. 
We compute a local maximum of L { T j , d )  by setting the k  partial derivatives with 
respect to the entries of r/ equal to zero and solving. The solution to this system 
of equations is a likelihood-based estimator of fj. We hope the solution takes on an 
appealing intuitive form that, asymptotically, has a distribution free of the uncertainty 
caused by the random d. 
As a preliminary, we record three results that will be needed to simplify future 
expressions. First, exactly as in Lemma 1 
E<j(.v) = -^iogx:(i,) 
for all j .  Second, 
and 
Vart_,(.V) = -:^logA:(i7) 
= :^Ef,(.V) 
C o v { t j { X ) , U X ) )  =  - - ^ [ o g f C i r i )  
U T J j U T J j f i  
^  - E t j { x )  
d r f m  
= ^E<„x(x). 
9 v j  
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Third, the coaditional expectation of t j { X )  given X  <  d  i s  
E[/,(X)lX<rf] = /
h { x ) t j { x ) ! C { i i )  e x p [ T i  •  t ( a ; ) ]  d x  
•QO 
Pr(X < d) 
/
h { x ) t j { x ) I C { T j )  e x p [ r f  • t(x)] d x  
•QO 
/
h { x ) } C {Ti) e x p [Ti' t(a;)] d x  
CO 
I'd 
I  h { x ) t j { x ) e x p [Ti • <(x)] d x  
J —CO 
/
h { x ) e x p [ r i  • t(ar)] d x  
•oo 
This last "result" is, essentially, by definition. 
The first partial derivative of the log-likelihood (4.2) with respect to r j j  is 
/  \  
J exp[i7 • t(ar) ]  +  h { x ) t j { x ) K : iri) exp[i7 • «( x ) ]  d x  
^ V j  
= n. 
\ /: h { x ) I C { T i )  e x p [ T t  • t(.r)] t/a: / 
n^/C'jiri) 
icii) ^ {r,3r,>a} 
( ' k w )  [  f ^ i - ^ ) f ^ i v ) e M V ' t { x ) ] d x  
J  —OO 
/
h { x ) t C { r j )  e x p [ r f '  t { x ) ]  d x  
•00 
/  h { x ) I C { r j ) t j { x ) e x p [ r f  t { x ) ]  d x  
J —OO 
-" (7 )  
f  h { x ) I C { r j )  e x p [Tf • i(x)] d x  
J —00 
=  n { l - p ) t j  -  n p  log AC(i|)^ + npE[<j(A'')|.\" < d \  
= n(l — p ) t j  —  n p E t j { X )  +  n p E [ t j { X ) \ X  < </] — n(l — p ) E t j { X )  
=  n ( l  - p ) i j + n p E [ t j { X ) \ X  <  d \ - n E t j { X ) .  
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Setting this to zero we produce the equation 
pE[fj(X)|X < ( / ]  +  ( ! - p ) i j  = Efy(A'). (4.3) 
So an 17-solution to the system of k equations (4.3) assumes an intuitively appealing 
form. That is, for any random variable V and any function s 
E 6 { Y )  =  Pr(r < rf)E[s(y')ir <d\ + Pr(V > d)E[5(K)|V' > d\. (4.4) 
Now, t j  should approximate E t r t j { X ) ,  and p  should approximate p .  So equation (4.3) 
s ays that 1/ should be chosen so that for each j an empirical approximation to Etrtj (-V) 
should equal Etrfj(.V). 
To demonstrate that T/-solutions to (4.3) are local maximizers of L {Tf, d ) ,  we again 
appeal to convexity. If the matrix of second partials of £(i/, d) with respect to Tf can be 
shown to be negative definite, then the log-likelihood is convex in 17 and so any solution 
of the likelihood equations must ma.ximize L{Tt,d). (The fact that d is unknown is 
unimportant because it does not affect the basic shape of the likelihood surface. Since d 
may be any real value, there is, for any given d a fixed d problem for which the "known" 
c e n s o r i n g  p o i n t  i s  t h e  p a r t i c u l a r  v a l u e  o f  d . )  
It is a simple matter to demonstrate that second partials of the log-likelihood exist 
and are continuous, for we can easily compute them. 
-^L{ri, d )  = ^ [n(l - p)i-f- npE[<;(.V)|.V < d\ - nE<j(-V)] 
d r j j  
=  n  { - V a r t j { X )  -F pVar[fj(X)|A' < (/]) (4.5) 
The final expression follows as in Lemma 1. Likewise 
= >j(-Cov(ij(.V),C(.V)) +pCovfe(.V),(„(.V)|Ji: < 4) (4.6) 
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and, for completeness, 
= np 
I C i T f ) h { x )  e x p [ T t  •  t ( x ) ]  t j { d ) h { d ) I C { T i )  e \ p [ r f  •  ^ ( ( / ) ]  
Ar(?7)/i(x)exp[?y • fc(x)] </ar^ 
t j { x ) I C { r i ) h { x )  e x p [ r i  • t(j)] {h{d)tC{T)) exp[i; • i(</)]) 
/C(Tf)h{x)exp[rf ' t{x)] dx^ 
=  n  t j { d ) f U d )  -  n  f r , A d ) E  [ « , ( X ) | - V  <  c { \  
= n ( ^ ) f r , A d )  { t j { d )  -  E [<,(X)|.V < d\} . (4.7) 
Combining (4.5) and (4.6), the matrix of second partials of the log-likelihood is 
d ^ L { T I , d )  
Srf2 J = -pVar[t(A')|A' < d\) (4.8) 
where Var [^IX < d\ is 
Var[^i|.V < (/] Cov(^i,i2|A' <  d )  • • •  Cov(^i, ^ f c |A' <  d )  
Q o y [ t 2 , t ^ \ X  < d )  V a r [ t 2 \ X < d \  • • •  C o v { t 2 J k \ X  <  d )  
C o v ( f f c , f t | A '  <  d )  C o v ( f f c , ^ 2 ! - ^  < d )  V a r f ^ f c l A '  <  d \  
and Vart(.V) is the unconditional covariance matrix. 
To demonstrate that the matrix (4.8) is asymptotically negative definite we show 
that 
Vart(-Y)-pVar[t(A)|X <(/] (4.9) 
is positive definite. To show this we recall (see Bain and Englehart (1987, p. 182)) that 
Vart(X) = E Var[t(X)|l{A-«i}] + Var E[i(X)|l{;f<,}] 
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E t { X )  = E E [ t { X ) \ l i x < d } ] .  
From these and (4.4) we can write 
Vart(.V) = pE [Var(«(.iir)|l(x<jil|.Y < </] + (1 - p)E [Var[<(.f)|l,;r<j))|X > d] 
+E {E[«(.V)|1,j:<j)| - Ett.V))' (E[t(.V)|l,x<j)| - E«(.Y)). (4.10) 
It is clear that 
E [Var[t(.Y)|l{x<d}]|-V < d] = Var[t(X)|.Y < d\ 
and 
E [Var[t(X)|l,;«j,l|.V > rf] = Var[«(.V)|.V > <l\ 
since the evaluation of the indicator function based on the conditioning criteria is always 
one in this first case and zero in the second case. From this point we can write (4.10) as 
Vart(X) = pVar[t(A')|-V < f/] + (I - p ) V a r [ t ( X ) \ X  >  d \  
+pE [(E[t(.V)|l(;Kj,I - E«(.V))'(E(t(.V)|l(;t<j,l - Et(.Y)) |.V < d 
+(1 -,.)E [(E[l(.V)|l,j<j,) - Et(,V))'(E(«(.Y)|l(A-<j,l- Et(.V))|.V > d] 
= pVar[t(.V)|.Y < <<j + (1 - p)Var(t(.V)|A' > </] 
+pE [(E[t(.V)|A' <(t\- Et(.V))'(E[t(A')|A' <d\- E((.Y))] 
+(1 - p)E [(E(t(.V)I.V >J\- Et(.Y))'(E[«(.Y)|.V > <<] - Et(.Y))]. (411) 
By realizing that 
E [(E[t(.Y)|l, X«i}] - Et(.Y))' (E[J(A-)|l(x<i)l - E<(A')) |.Y < <(] 
= (E[t(.Y)|.Y <d\- E«(.Y))'(E[t(.Y)|.Y < rf] - Et(.Y)) 
and 
E [(E[t(.Y)|l(x^<4| - Et(.Y))' (E[t(.Y)|l(x<j>l - Et(X)) |A: > d 
= (E[t(X)|.Y >4- Et(.Y))'(E[t(Jf )|X > (<] - Et(A)) 
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we eventually axrive at the expression 
Vart(X) = pVar[t(X)|-V < t/] + (1 - p)Var[t(-Y)|A' > </] 
+p(l -p)(E(t(.V)|.V <d[- E[t(X)|.Y > <i])' 
(E[t(.Y)|.Y <d\- Elt(X)|.V > J\). (4.12) 
Hence, Var<(.V) —pE Var[t(-Y)|.V < d\ is simply the sum of (I — p)Var[t(-Y)|-V > d\ and 
p(l - p) {E[t{X)\X <d\- E[<(X)|.V > ^/])'(E[t(X)|.Y <d\- E[t(-Y)|-Y > d\) 
which is necessarily positive since p 6 (0,1). 
4.4 Unknown Censoring Point Theorems 
Our purpose is to study the effect of censoring on inference in the exponential family. 
VVe first need to establish probability results that guarantee that under left censoring, 
an average of uncensored observations, the count of the number of terms averaged and 
the minimum uncensored observation are asymptotically mutually independent. This 
being accomplished, we will demonstrate that the likelihood-based estimators in the 
censored exponential family are, in the limit, smooth functions of the average or the 
minimum, but not both. Thus, asymptotic independence of estimators of Tf and d will 
be demonstrated, leaving us only to show how to use the information from our analysis 
for the purposes of testing and constructing confidence regions. 
Theorem 8 Asymptotic Independence of a Random Index and the Corre­
sponding Element of a Sequence Converging in Distribution Suppose is 
l-dimensionaL Assume converges in distribution to X. Assume further that Bn 
takes nonnegative integer values, Bn oo w.p. 1, and that Zn is a one-to-one trans­
formation of Bn such that Z„ Z for some random variable Z. Then if Yn is such 
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that conditional on Bn — b, Yn has the same distribution as Xb 
where Z and X  are independent. 
Proof of Theorem 8 
Let = Eexp(ii'Xn) be the characteristic function of Xn and let i b { t )  =  
E e x p { i t ' X )  be the characteristic function of X .  It is standard (for reference see Billings-
ley (1986)), that that 0n(^) —> 0(i)- Let 'I'„(s,t) = Eexp(/sZ„ + it'y„). Then 
< I ' „ ( 5 , t )  =  E E [ e X p{ i s Z n  +  i t ' Y n ) \ B n ]  
=  E e x p { i s Z n ) E e x p { i t ' Y  n \ B n )  
= Eexp(isZ„)0B„(^) 
=  E e x p ( i s 2 r „ ) i / : ' ( t )  +  E e s . p{ i s Z n ) [ i p B „ { t )  -  ^( * ) ] -
Now, 
|Ee„(exp(/'3Z„)[^^'B„(^) - ^'(^)]| < Eb„ |exp(/sZ„) {i/'B„(t) - 0(t)}| 
0. 
This convergence follows since Bn —> oo w.p. 1. This implies that |V'fi„(^) — ^(^)| 0 
almost surely. Therefore, by the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem, we have 
E\tpB„{t) — ip{t)\ 0. Thus, 'I'„(s,t) —y Eexp{isZ)tl;{t) which implies asymptotic 
independence. • 
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Theorem 9 Asymptotic Independence of the Number Censored, the Mini­
mum and the Standardized "Data Vector" for the Uncensored Observations 
Assume Xi,... ,ar„ is an lid sample from family (4.I) where h{x) is positive and contin­
uous. Let 
T j  =  -  E t r t j i X ) )  and T  =  ( T i ,  T j ,  •  •  •  ,  T k ) .  
Then 
n _ ^ - n p  ^  n ^ { d - d )  
y/np{r^' 
are asymptotically independent, 
n_«, — np D 
\/np(l - p) 
N(0,1) ,  
T  A N(0,Var,.t(.V)), 
D  
and n^{d — d) —> Exp(l). 
PROOF of Theorem 9 
Conditional on x i  >  —00, X i  is from the truncated exponential family considered in 
Chapter 3. Therefore, conditioned on n®, {T,nf^{d — d)) has the joint distribution of the 
standardized "data vector" and standardized minimum of a sample of size n^ from the 
truncated exponential family (3.2). By the analysis of Chapter 3, these conditional joint 
distributions converge to the product of a N(0, Vartri(A')) distribution and an Exp(l) 
distribution. 
Now riR 00 w.p. 1 and, since n_«. = n — riu, 
Z  = ~ "P 
y / n p { l - p )  
is a one-to-one trajisformatioa of nu. Z n  converges in distribution to Z ,  the standard 
normal. So applying Theorem 8 with Bn = Hr, the result follows. • 
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Theorem 10 Asymptotic Independence of and d  for Members of the Cen­
sored Exponential Families Suppose xi,x2,....,xn ore iid from distribution (4-i)-
Further assume that ri solves the system of equations for j € {1,2, ••• ,k} given by 
p E ^ l t i { X ) \ X  < d \  +  [ l - p ) t j  =  E M X ) .  
Assuming that if is consistent, r/ and d are asymptotically independent. In addition, 
\/n{rf — Ti) are asymptotically normal with mean 0 and covariance matrix the inverse 
of the Fisher information matrix for fixed d. 
PROOF of Theorem 10 
For j = 1,2, • • • , k  define the function rj(»;, rf,p, i j )  : -> R so that 
rj(i7,t/,p,Fj) =p/ij(i/,t/) -5j(i/) + (l -p)(, 
where 
= E„[i_,(A')|A' < d \  and = E^^j(A'). 
Further, let 
h [ r i , d )  =  E r , [ t ( X ) \ X  < d] and g{T,) = E„i(X). 
Letting F : —>• R*'" be the vector function defined by the k different F/s, we 
have by (4.3) that F(^, f) = 0. Suppose that r i  is such that T { T f , d , p , t )  = 0. For 
j  €  { 1 , 2 ,  *  •  •  , k }  
T j i T i J . p . t j )  -  r j i T j , d , p , t j )  = V j i f f ^ d ^ p J j )  -  r j { r i , d , p j j )  
+^j{V,d,pJj) - rj{ri,d,p,ij). (4.13) 
By the Mean Value Theorem and substitution, equation (4.13) may be written as 
0 - (p hj{Ti,d) - gj{Ti) + (1 - p)ij) = ^(//m - rim) 
+E(''"-•'»)[—^—• 
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Or, 
- x / n { i l - p ) t j  -  [9j{ r i ) - p  h j { T i , d ) ] }  
— \/^ I ^ ~ Hm) 
\m=l 
+  V n  I ^ { f l m - T J m )  
\m=l 
d r j { T i ' ^ , d , p ,  t j )  
d r j i r i " , d , p j j )  
drjr, (4.14) 
where i/J is on the line segment between r i  and f f  and i/J' is on the segment between r j  
and if. We may express Vj{rj,d,p,ij) two different ways, 
r i ( ^ , < / , P , < j )  =  V j { r i , d , p , i j )  +  ^ ( ^ m  -  n r a )  ' d V j { ' n ] j , p J j Y  
m=l dT]r, 
(4.15) 
and 
V j [ r } , d , p j j )  = T j { i i , d , p j j )  +  { d - d )  dVi{rt,d\prh) 
dd 
(4.16) 
for some d "  G { d , d ) .  Recalling rj{ r i , ( L p .ij) = rj{ f i , d , p ,tj), we combine (4.15) and 
(4.16) and (multiplying each side by \/n) produce the equation 
k  
-  f j m )  
m=l 
d r j j r j j ^ d .  p ,  t j Y  
= \/n{d — d) d r j { T i , d ' , p , t j )  
dd 
(4.17) 
Taken together equations (4.14) and (4.17) give us 
- v ^ { ( l  - p ) t j  -  [ g j i v )  -  P  h j i v ^ d ) ] }  
' d r j { f i , d ' , p j j )  
= \/n{d — d) 
dd 
+ v/n I 5^(^m -//m) 
^.m=l 
9 r j i v T ^ d , p j j y  
drj" (4.18) 
Now ^{d — d) = -^L-^Ujuid — d) converges in probability to 0. As we have shown 
in equation (4.7) 
^E[(,(X)|.V < rf] = i/,,,(rf) [tM - E [(,(.V)|A: < rf]}. 
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So the consistency of rf, p, and rj imply drj{'qj,d',p,tj)fdd converges to 
fr, A d ) { t j { d ) - E [ t j { X ) \ X < d \ } ,  
a constant. Hence the first term on the right-haJid side of (4.18) converges to zero in 
probability for ail j G {1,2, • • • , Ar} and the large sannple behavior of 
' 9 V j { r i " , d , p J j y  
y/n I ^ '(^m '/m) 
^m=l dvv 
is that of 
-v/n{(l -  p ) t j  -  \ g j { r i )  -  p  h j { r i , d ) ] }  .  (4.19) 
Collecting these into matrix form, we have that the asymptotic behavior of 
/  ^ r i ( i 7 " , < / , p , F i )  d r i { T i " , d , p J i )  \  
is that of 
\/n 
drii dT]k 
d r fc(i7",d , p ,  h )  d V k i T i ' i ' ^ d , p j i )  
\ dr]i %• / 
i v - v )  
+ph{Ti, d ) ) .  
(4.20) 
Now 
d , P ,  t j )  d T j { r i - , d , p ,  E t r t j { X ) )  
d r f m  d T i „  
in probability. Also, 
d r j { r i j , d , p , E t r t j { X ) )  
= P^E[ij(.V)|X < d \ -  ^ E t i i X )  
C f T f r n  
= pCov((i(.V), („(.V)|.V <dl- Cov[(y(A-), („(.V)]. 
So the matrix in (4.20) converges in probability to 
- (Vare(X) - pVar[t(X)|X < d\) 
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Therefore the asymptotic behavior of y /n{ri — Tf) is that of 
(Vart(X) -pVar[t(.\')|.X' < \/n((l -  p ) i -  g { r f )  +  p h { T f , d ) ) .  
Now, 
\ / n { { l - p ) t - g { r i )  +  p h { r i ,  d ) )  
=  s / n { l -  p )  ( i -  Y ^ ( 9 { r t )  -  p h i r i ^ d ) ) ^  
+\/n(l - p )  l - p  1 - p .  g{ri) + \/n{l - p) 
i g i r i )  -  p h { T j , d ) ) ^  
P ^  P 
l - p  i _ p _  
h [ r t , d )  
Thus. 
+\Ai - '^9(1) 
= + -r^v^(p - -9(>?)1. 
V n 1 ~ P 
n 
(4.21) 
in probability. Hence the asymptotic behavior of (4.21) is that of 
E„«(.V)) + .r^:^^k=A(h(Tt.d)-g(n))- (4.22) 
V  i  - P v M l  - p )  
The first and second of these terms are asymptotically independent by virtue of Theorem 
9, the first being asymptotically N(0, (1 — p)Va.rtrt{X)) and the second being asymp­
totically A:-dimensional normal with mean 0 and covariance matrix 
i - p  
( h i ( T j , d )  -  g i { r t ) ) ' ^  
{ h k { r i , d )  -  g k { v ) ) i h i { v , d )  -  g i i r j ) }  
Now, since 
V 
{ h i { r i , d )  -  g i { v ) ) i h k i v , d )  -  O k i v ) )  
(huin.d) -
( h i (n , d )  -  o A D )  =  E[(j(X)|X < W] - E[!,(X)] 
= E[(,(X)|.V < ^ - (pE[i,(X)|.V < <(] + (1 - p)E[i,(X)|X > J\ 
= (1 -pXEiyxjix <di- E[«.V)1.V > d\) 
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we have 
- ft(,)) (h^{T,,d)-gM) = (1 - P)' (E[(^(.V)|.V < d] - E(ij(.V)|.V > d\) 
X (E[(„(.Y)|.V <d\- E[i„(.Y)|.Y > <i]). 
That is, the second terna in (4.22) is asymptotically fc-dimensional normal with mean 0 
and covariance matrix the k x k matrix 
p(l - p) [(Elt(A:)|.V <d\- E[t(.Y)|X > <il)'(E(t(.V)|.Y < rf] - E[t(X)|X > ^ )]. 
(4.23) 
So the sum (4.22) is asymptotically A:-dimensional normal with mean 0 and covariance 
matrix the sum of (I — p)Va.Ttrt{X) and (4.23). By (4.12) we know that this sum is 
Vart(X) - pVar[t(.V)|-V < d\. 
So finally, the limiting distribution of \/n{Tf — -q) is fc-variate normal, with mean 0 
and covariance matrix 
(Vari(A') - pVar[i(A')|A' < d ] )  -1 
Independence of \/n{ri — rf) and \/n{d — d) follows along the same lines as in Chapter 
3. We can write 
( 
\ 
s / n i v - ' h )  \/n{ri -Ti) 
n { d  —  d )  j I n [ d  —  d )  
with the proof showing that \/n(^ ~ V) converges to 0 in probability. So 
/ 
x/niv - f?) 
n { d  —  d )  
and 
y / n { f l  -  v )  
n { d  —  d )  
have the same limiting distribution. But ^ is a function of t and p through solving 
r ( - ,  d , p , t )  = 0  ( a n  t o  f u n c t i o n  d e f i n e d  b y  s e t t i n g  r ( i | ,  d , p , F )  = 0  a n d  l e t t i n g  7 }  
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depend on p and t) .  The smoothness of F implies that s/n{fi  — Tf) is essentially a linear 
function of 
4.5 Likelihood Ratio Tests 
The asymptotics of likelihood ratio testing for distributions with an unknown thresh­
old parameter are (virtually) identical to those with an unknown truncation point. In 
both cases the asymptotic null distribution of the LR test statistic for a point null 
hypothesis concerning the entire parameter vector (17, </) is x!+2- This is because the 
asymptotic independence between the estimators of the threshold and the "regular" pa­
rameters allows us to tackle the two parts of a Taylor expansion separately and combine 
the results additively. Also, the asymptotic independence between the estimators relies 
(at the core) on the rate of convergence of the sample minimum being ) while that 
of the estimators of "regular" parameters is 0(n"J). 
For concreteness, we consider the hypotheses 
Ho: (»/,</) = (»?o. <^0) 
HA : not Hq . 
and the corresponding likelihood ratio test statistic 
which, by Theorem 9, is asymptotically independent of n { d  —  d ) .  • 
n 
A(»/oi (io) = 2 log [A(»/o, do)] = 2 log < • . (4.24) 
sup 
^ {v,d)eeo " 
We may, as before, express (4.24) using the Taylor expansion given in (3.16). 
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The regular portion of the MLE behaves identically in the truncation and censoring 
problems. That is to say \/n{Tf—Ti) is asymptotically normal with mean 0 and covariance 
matrix equal to the inverse of the Fisher information 
This property makes for the necessary cancellation in expression (.3.19) to cause the 
corresponding part of the Taylor expansion to have an asymptotic xl distribution along 
the lines outlined by Johnson and Wichem (1992, p. 140). 
Regardless if the observations are censored or truncated, the first order threshold 
term in Taylor expansion (3.16) is distributed as a ^xl Exp(l) ) random variable in 
the limit. 
Theorem 11 (Distribution of the linear term for the censoring parameter in 
a Taylor expansion of £.(?/,</)) Assume Xi,... ,Xn are independent and identically 
distributed from a distribution with density (4-1 )• If V is consistent, then 
(4.25) 
n 0  (4.26) 
converges in distribution to an exponential random variable with mean one. 
PROOF of Theorem 11 
We write the variable (4.26) as 
n  n  
{ d - d ) ^ — l o g f f , , d { x i )  _  =  ( r f - r f ) 5 3 ^ 1 o g { F ^ ( < / ) l { ^ - _ o o } + / i i ( i ) l { x . > j } }  
d  
(4.27) 
Now 
I M  p U d )  
F f , { d )  F r , { d )  
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by the right continuity of /,,(x) in x, the continuity of /,,(x) in ri, the continuity of Fr,{d) 
in (i/, d) and the consistency of both if and d. Further, 
n-cc{d — d) = — d) 
TIr  
and 
' ^ -oo p,  P 
njj L J )  
It is a consequence of Theorems 3 and 8 that 
n ^ { d - d )  A  Y  
where V is exponential with mean So 
n ^ { d - d ) ^ ^ ^  A  W  
where [V is exponential with mean 
\ w ) v - p j \ u )  
a 
As in the analysis of the truncated situation, the first order 17-terms in a Taylor 
expansion of (4.24) are zero because if is the solution to the likelihood equation. .A.lso, 
all third order and higher terms along with mi.xed second order terms are asymptotically 
zero because their estimators converge at a rate (when you multiply them together) 
faster than 0(n~'). We have already addressed the first order censoring and second 
order "regular" terms above. 
Procedurally speaking, "testing" for the censored problem is the same as "testing" 
for the truncated problem. One simply computes the expression in (4.24) and compares 
the result to a percentile of a xl+2' however, identical in the sense 
that taking the "realized" data (the x,- > —cxd) from a censored distribution and treating 
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them as if they were a sample of size from a truncated distribution (and ignoring the 
count n_oo) is not, generally, the same as taking into account the censored observations 
by using representation (4.2) in (4.24). This is obvious if you consider that information 
would be lost by such a procedure. Asymptotically the information from a random 
sample of size n distributed according to (4.1) is n(Vart(X) — pE Var[i(-V)|.Y < </]). 
Treating that sample as if it were from density (3.2) we know, asymptotically, that 
n(l — p) observations will be uncensored and the information contained in these is 
n(l — /j)Var[t(X)|X > d\. We have shown in (4.12) that the difference of these two 
quantities is np(l — p) (E[t(.\r)|.\' < </] — E[t(X)|X > </])^, a positive result. Since the 
variance of the MLEs is inversely related to the Fisher information, the variance of the 
MLEs resulting from ignoring the count of censored observations will be larger. 
Since d is the sample minimum without regard to conditioning on if, it will follow 
that the profile likelihood ratio test for Ho :ti = i/q is asymptotically 
4.6 Numerics for the Censored Normal Problem 
With the theory of likelihood-based inference for censored members of the expo­
nential family in place, we now present an application. Due to its relationship with 
the motivating problem and its wide variety of applications, we consider the censored 
normal distribution. 
As we discussed in Chapter 2, Cohen (1959) developed a technique for computing 
MLEs for the usual parameterization of the censored normal distribution with a known 
censoring point. We may directly adapt this for use when the censoring parameter 
is unknown by substituting the estimate, d, for the censoring point. Using Cohen's 
technique we need only evaluate a one-dimensional auxiliary function iteratively. We 
then use fixed transformations to convert the result into separate estimates for the 
population mean and population standard deviation. 
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The auxiliary function is the inverse of the left-hand side of expression (2.13) for 
a fixed value of h. It would be ideal to demonstrate that, indeed, an inverse exists. 
However, the details are so tedious that to do is impractical. Instead, we make a heuristic 
argument employing graphical techniques. 
We need to invert the function 
A(e lp )  =  { ' - (T^) (^) [ (A) (y ) -^ l }  ,4.28) 
at the point g  (v/here g  is set to sj/(x — </)^) to arrive at a value, A~'(5f(p) = fj. Then 
we get our adjusting factor, 9, by computing 
With 0  at hand we have the usual estimates of f t  and cr^, 
0-2 = s2-f-0{A"'[flr((/,x,sf)|p]}(f-rfV (4.30) 
and 
fi = i-5{A~'[(jf((/,i,A':)|p]}(j-f/). (4.31) 
Figure 4.1 shows various values of 0 plotted against p and g. 
•As in the truncated case, it is possible to approximate the function A~' using curve-
fitting techniques or some iterative routine (incorporating Newton Raphson or a binary 
search) or a combination of both. A macro program written in SAS® is included in the 
appendi.x to assist in these computations. 
4.7 Simulation for the Normal Distribution Parameterized in 
the Usual Manner 
Asymptotic properties associated with estimators in the usual parameterization of 
the normal distribution with an unknown censoring point are similar to those where 
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Figure 4.1 A 3D plot of 0{^g,p) versus its two arguments 
there is an unknown truncation parameter. Since we can extend the asymptotic results 
for the censored case to include smooth reparameterizations as outlined in Chapter .3, 
the estimators that are solutions to the likelihood equations are asymptotically normal 
with variances related to those of the natural functions (the tj{x) in representation (4.1)). 
Limiting normality of the estimators is the key to ensuring likelihood ratio test statistics 
are asymptotically chi-square. 
The joint density for a sample of size n from the censored normal distribution in the 
usual parameterization has the form 
(a:.- - ti? 
n x u - x n M  = [* (V^)] (»v/^r"'exp S 2(T2 
L ii>-oo 
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We have shown that the maximizing vector of parameter estimates (for the natural 
parameterization) is asymptotically independent of d. Mirroring Chapter 3, we therefore 
can conclude, since the usual parameters are a smooth transformation of the natural 
ones, that (/i, (t) is asymptotically bivariate normal while d is asymptotically exponential. 
Since the marginals of a bivariate normal distribution are univariate normal, we can 
easily use graphical techniques to qualitatively lend credence to our assertion. Figures 
4.2 and 4.3 display histograms and normal plots of (i and a for 500 simulations of iid 
censored normal data. (The parameters of the distribution from which the data are 
sampled are = (0,2, —1)). Table 4.1 gives statistics corresponding to the plots. 
Figure 4.4 shows the various exponential plots for the estimator, d, of the threshold 
parameter and for the first order Taylor term {d — d)"^ general 
we see that for large n, while the asymptotics prevail, the standard deviations of the 
estimators are larger than those for the truncated situation. This follows from the fact 
that observations that are censored contribute less information than those which are 
not. This is in perfect agreement with Theorem 2.86 Schervish (1995) which states that 
for a random variable A' and a function /, the Fisher Information of f{X) is less than 
o r  e q u a l  t o  t h a t  o f  X  ( i n  o u r  c e n s o r e d  c a s e  f { X )  =  . V l [ j . > ^  +  ( — o o ) l [ r < j ] ) .  
The log likelihood, L { ^ , a , d ) ,  is 
-n-co log ^ ~ ^ M27r) - log(<T) - ^ is] + (ar - nf). (4.32) 
Table 4.1 Statistics for checking normality of maximum likelihood estima­
t o r s  f o r  n  a n d  < t  
f t  & 
Sample Sample 
Sample Sample Standard Shapiro Sample Standard Shapiro 
Size Mean Deviation Wilk p-value ^fean Deviation Wilk p-value 
30 
100 
1000 
10000 
0.05855 
0.02295 
0.00083 
-0.00049 
0.37314 
0.21953 
0.06562 
0.02282 
0.97678 
0.98081 
0.98787 
0.98199 
.0095 
.1055 
0.8095 
0-1831 
1.87903 
1.96595 
1.99772 
2.00102 
0.31970 
0.17921 
0.05572 
0.01832 
0.98174 
0.98653 
0.98587 
0.98809 
0.1734 
0.6782 
0.6025 
0.8275 
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We may expand L {iijCr, d )  about the point { p , , a , d )  using a Taylor series like that given 
in equation (3.30). Use of such an expansion requires explicit evaluation of the various 
partial derivatives. 
d L  n _ ^ ( p { - ^ ) { f i - d )  n„ n ^ ,  2  , t -
d d -  a  (^)]' 
d L ^  
d L ^  
da^ 
= I 
= n-» I [t (rf - ^ ) - (,x - <()»] - a 
} "« 
) 
rijj / 2 1 / - \ \ 
(T^ a' 
IIL 
dcrdu =«-«I [.t (i^)] ^  (i^) - (^ - i f ]  - ^  [^ (j^)]' (y _ rf) I <' - [* (¥ ) ] '  i  
-Or , _  >  
n_o 
dddiJ. 
and 
•  [ • (¥)]  [ * { ¥ ) ]  { ^ )  -  [•*(¥)] '  ( r ) '  
[* (^ )]' 
31' [[ » ( ^ ) l [ ' » ( ^ ) ( ' ^ ) ' - ' » ( ^ ) j - [ ' » ( ^ ) ] ' ( ' ^ ) "  
ddd(T (T^ \ 
Table 4.2 displays summaries of the simulated values of the various terms of a second 
order Taylor expansion of the LRT statistic for Ho : {fi,cr,d) = (0,1,-1). The table 
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is to be compared to Table 3.2. We again observe that the mean and standard 
Table 4.2 Summary statistics for the null distribution of terms in the Taylor 
expansion of the LRT statistic for Hq : {n,<T,d) = (0,1,-1) 
linear quad quad cross cross cross 
n d a fi-<T a-d jjL - d 2xsum 
30 MIN 0.001 0.000 0.000 -1.232 -3.537 -1.453 0.195 
MAX 6.208 5.021 25.950 2.044 1.236 0.509 53.265 
MEAN 1.008 0.586 0.922 -0.037 -0.187 -0.042 4.958 
STD DEV 0.965 0.812 1.911 0.296 0.453 0.197 4.878 
100 MIN 0.008 0.000 0.000 -1.926 -1.682 -0.734 0.064 
MAX 5.310 5.521 11.077 1.531 0.540 0.511 28.591 
MEAN 0.965 0.579 0.633 -0.034 -0.051 -0.015 4.285 
STD DEV 0.967 0.837 1.057 0.271 0.191 0.112 3.568 
1000 MIN 0.004 0.000 0.000 -0.868 -0.231 -0.236 0.068 
MAX 7.124 6.241 5.726 0.766 0.236 0.170 17.231 
MEAN 0.981 0.491 0.502 -0.049 -0.003 -0.002 3.851 
STD DEV 0.963 0.710 0.705 0.212 0.048 0.033 2.733 
10000 MIN 0.000 0.000 0.000 -1.371 -0.147 -0.060 0.194 
.MAX S. 557 4.841 6.982 0.737 0.131 0.051 20.531 
MEAN 1.020 0.595 0.529 -0.059 -0.000 -0.000 4.174 
STD DEV 1.068 0.815 0.747 0.264 0.017 0.011 3.002 
deviation of the sum of the leading terms in the Taylor expansion of the LRT statistic 
are not much different (as n gets larger than 100) from the values of 4 and 2.83, the 
mean and standard deviation of a random variable. The d cross product terms seem 
to converge to zero as n increases. From Figure 4.5 we also see a clear pattern that as 
n increases, the sum of first order d term and second order mean and variance terms is 
a good approximation to the LRT statistic. Looking at Figure 4.6 we see that a xij null 
distribution appears appropriate for the test statistic even for small values of n. 
Figure 4.2 The sampling distribution of [i for n=30, 100, 1000, 10000 
Figure 4.3 The sampling distribution of a for n=30, 100, 1000, 10000 
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Plot of LRT statistic vs Non-Zero terms of Taylor Expansion Plot of LRT statistic vs Non-Zero terms of Taylor Expansion 
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Figure 4.5 The likelihood ratio test statistic vs. the sum of the asymptot­
ically non-uegligible terms of the Taylor series for sample sizes 
n=30, 100, 1000, and 10000 
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Plol of the CDF for a Chi Square with 4 Degrees of Freedom Plot of the CDF for a Chi Square with 4 Degrees of Freedom 
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Figure 4.6 \4 Plots, each showing the likelihood ratio test statistic from 500 
simulations where the data producing the statistic is randomly 
generated from a censored standard normal distribution with 
threshold parameter —1, for sample sizes n=30, ICQ, 1000, and 
10000 
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5 INFERENCE IN CENSORED DISTRIBUTIONS WITH 
(UNKNOWN CENSORING PARAMETER AND 
UNKNOWN) "EXTRA MASS" AT -oo 
The theory developed thus fax does not directly address the motivating problem 
introduced in Chapter I. We have proven results addressing the relationship between 
the maximum likelihood estimator of a threshold parameter (whether it is an unknown 
censoring or unknown truncation parameter) and the maximum likelihood estimators 
of the natural parameters for a continuous exponential family. We have further argued 
that such results are essentially unchanged when we reparameterize and the new pa­
rameters are some smooth transformation of the natural parameters. The mi.xed point-
mass/normal distribution in display (1.1) is not, however, covered by these results. The 
proofs developed for Theorems 6 and 10 make use of the structure of the exponential 
family and, to date, we have not found easy extensions outside this family, .'^nd so it is 
unclear how to formally proceed to the "extra mass" problem. 
Although many formal technical details are currently missing in the "extra-mass" 
development, there are obvious conjectures concerning likelihood-based inference in this 
case. It seems clear that the limiting distribution of the estimator of the threshold is 
exponential and, further, that the contribution of such an estimator to the null distri­
bution of the likelihood ratio statistic for testing a point null hypothesis for the entire 
parameter vector will be to add two degrees of freedom to a limit. The minimum 
uncensored observation probably converges to the censoring point at a rate much faster 
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than the other estimators converge to their parameters. Since this difference in rates 
was key to showing independence in the other two cases, it seems likely that the mini­
mum uncensored observation and estimators derived as solutions to likelihood equations 
will be asymptotically independent. If this is the case then we can expect to treat the 
estimators of the regular parameters as being asymptotically normal with an asymptotic 
variance related to the Fisher information matrix for fixed d. 
5.1 Censored Exponential Families with Extra Mass 
The general "censored with extra mass distribution" may be defined by the density 
with respect the sum of a unit point mass at —oo and Lebesgue measure on R where d is 
the lower censoring point, p is a mixing parameter that allows the additional probability 
of X = —oo (in e.Kcess of left-tail probability corresponding to the density), and 6 is the 
parameter vector of the density fe{x). (We avoid the use of i/ here so as to not leave 
the impression that the density necessarily specifies a regular exponential family.) 
5.2 Discussion of the Asymptotics 
It is possible to say something definite about the marginal behavior of the first order 
T a y l o r  t e r m  f o r  d  =  m i n ( x , l a ; i  >  d )  w h e n  t e s t i n g  H o  :  { p , 0 , d )  =  { p o ^ B o ^ d o ) .  
Theorem 12 (Distribution of the linear term for the censoring parameter) 
Assume xi,... ,x„ are independent and identically distributed from distribution (5.1). 
is consistent, then 
^e,pA^) = {p + (l -p)Fe{d)} l[x=_ooi + (1 -  p ) f e ( x ) l [r>j\ (5.1) 
converges in distribution to an exponential random variable with mean one. 
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PROOF of Theorem 12 
We write 
t=l 
d 
= 'og {(?+ (1 - p))feid)l{^_^y 4- (1 - p)/g(ar,)l{x.><i}} 
i=l 
= r i _ ^ { d - d )  { 1 - P ) f s i d )  
p  +  ( l -  p )Fg{d) 
(5.2) 
Now 
( I - P ) ^ ( ^ )  P ,  { 1 - P ) f e i d )  
p  +  { l - p ) F g i d )  p  +  { l - p ) F e { d )  
by the right continuity of f e i x )  in x, the continuity of /e(x) in 0 ,  the continuity of F e i d )  
in i0,d) and the consistency of 0, p and d. Further, 
n-c 
and 
n_.^{d — d) = — d) 
riji 
^ ^  _ p .  P  + ( I  
Mjs I  -  p + { p - l ) F 0 { d )  
It is a consequence of Theorems 3 and 8 that 
n^{d — d) —> Y 
where Y  is exponential with mean . So 
n^{d - d) ^ ^ 
p ^ { l - p ) F ^ { d )  
where W  is exponential with mean 
( i)(r? +  { l - p ) F ^ { d )  \  n - p ^ [ p - l ) F e { d ) \  _  ) )  \  { ^ - P ) f e { d )  p ^ { l - p ) F e { d ) )  \ l - p ^ { p - l ) F e { d ) { l - p ) f e { d )  )  = 1 
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5.3 Numerics for the Normal with Extra Mass Problem 
In the introduction we saw that in the usual parameterization the log-likelihood for a 
normal distribution with an unknown censoring point and extra-mass is given by (1.1). 
We also noted that maximizing (1.1) is equivalent to maximizing 
The author's experience with the problem has been that (5.3) cannot be maximized 
with a naive application of the Newton Raphson (or Fisher Scoring) algorithms with any 
degree of reliability. Two remedies to this situation have been found. First, the problem 
is readily solvable if one incorporates Newton Raphson into an iterative two-step routine 
that maximizes first over (/i,cr) holding p fixed, then solves for p using the current {ii.cr). 
This procedure is repeated until the changes in the values of the estimates are sufficiently 
small. The second approach is to extend Cohen's work and develop a two-step iterative 
procedure. The step whereby we ma.ximize over (//, cr) is accomplished through the use 
of an au.xiliary function of one variable. 
We demonstrate the latter procedure in what follows. To do so we need to find the 
first partial derivatives of the log likelihood with respect to j.i and cr. 
log(27r) (5.3) 
where d = min{x,|i,- > d). 
For /i 
d L  n ^ { x - p . )  
o r . /. X » \i » o dp ^[p+(l_p)4{i^)] (5.4) 
which implies 
(5.5) 
where h  =  n ^ ^ j n .  
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For cr^ we first note 
_d 
dcr'^ 
and 
So 
dL 
dcr'^ 
 f d - i ^ \  d  f  d  -  f i \  _  f - l \  I '  d - n  ( d - n \  
^  ;  d a - ^ y ^ j  \  2  )  \  2 ( 7 3  )  
d ^  " r ,  /  2x  "K  
—^log(<r) = ^-log(a) = —, 
da"^ \ 2(T'^ 
n-» ( l -p )<P(^)irM ^ [log((T^)] + 
+ (5.6) 
[P  +  (1 -P)<&(^) ]  
•la^ [p + (l-p)<&(^)] 20-2 2a* 
Setting (5.6) to zero, multiplying each side by (T"* and dividing by -f- n_«, we arrive at 
hcr^ d — f.t 
(i-p)'?(^) 
p+(i-p)*(^) +  { l - h y  =  { l - l i ) { s l  +  { x - i i ) ' ' )  
and 
{(r^) d — fi (i-p)g(^) p  +  ( l_p )4 ,{ i^ )  + 1 ) = . f  
Thus, if we let 
^  ^  d - i i  
and vi'(R/.,e) = ^^4 C-ri'AC^) 
hj U + (i-p)<f(i^) 
we can rewrite the estimating equations as 
d - i i  -
x-/i = <Ttr(p,/i,0, 
and sl + {x-fif = <7^ [H-^Vr(p,/i, ^ )]. 
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At this point we appeal to the same type of argument as in Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 to 
produce the equation 
i - w { p , h , o { W { p , h , o - 0  
w i p , h , o - ^  { x - d y  (5.7) 
with the au.xiliary function 
W { p , h , 0  
where f is the value that solves (5.7). We derive the conditional maximum likelihood 
estimates for p. and a as 
0 -2=5^  +  A ' (p , / i , ^g ) ( i  -  d ) ^  (5.8) 
and 
f t  =  X  -  X ' { p , h , ^ g ) { x  - d ) .  (5.9) 
The complete procedure, then, for finding the maximum likelihood estimators for 
[p.p^a] is as follows. The MLE of t/ is of = min{j:i|ar, > —oo}. For any pair (/i(i)?^(i)) 
find the conditional MLE of p by solving 
d L { p ,  d , f j . , c r )  
Fp 
= 0. (5.10) 
That is 
P { i + l )  = max 0 ,  1 - * . 
Now compute H^(p(i+i),/i,f) by first inverting (5.7) to get ^ and recalling that /i, P{i^i), 
X, 5. and d are fixed quantities. From this we get and ultimately, through (5.S) 
and (5.9), (/i(,+i),o-(,+i)). This brings us to the beginning of another iteration. 
There is still the matter of starting values. By choosing p  to be the sample proportion 
of zero counts minus the expected fraction of zero counts from a normal distribution with 
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mean x and variance and censoring point J, we produce a starting value of p that 
results in an algorithm that we have empirically found to converge reliably. 
If we employ the Newton Raphson approach then for starting values of (//, a) given p, 
we may choose the p. and a- from the previous iteration or x and 5^ for the first iteration. 
5.4 Simulation Results for the Normal with Extra Mass 
As in the previous two chapters we present a number of plots and tables summarizing 
simulations using from density (5.3). We used parameters {fi,(T,p,d) = (0,1,0.2,-1). 
Four sample sizes were chosen, and for each, 500 runs were made. The sample sizes were 
n = 30, n = 100, n = 1000, and n = 10000. 
Through the histograms and normal plots in Figures 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 and the infor­
mation given in the table and matrices below, we examine the asymptotic distribution 
of the "regular" parameter estimators. From the evidence available it seems reasonable 
that (/i,(T,p) are asymptotically normal. However, it seems likely that the asymptotics 
do not take over at sample sizes below one thousand. Of particular notice are the plots 
for p. From the histograms it is evident that for smaller sample sizes there is a large 
point mass at the value 0 (41.2% for n=30 and 11.2% for n=100) indicating, at least 
for p < 0.2, it is often difficult to distinguish the extra-mass model from the ordinary 
censored model. 
Table 5.1 contains statistics corresponding to the plots. Of interest is that at n = 
10000 the Shapiro VVilk statistic for testing if & is normal suggests that normality is not 
likely while the reverse is true at n = 1000. 
To determine if the negative inverse of the Fisher information matrix is a good 
approximation for the covariance matrix of the MLEs, we compute the inverse of the 
(expected) Fisher information at the true parameter values. Using this matrix we can 
easily derive the vector of approximate standard errors for (/i, a, p) and an approximate 
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Figure 5.1 The sampling distribution of /i for n=30, 100, 1000, 10000 
correlation matrix, 
0.02201 1 -0.7160 0.7788 
0.01507 and -0.7160 1 -0.7320 
0.00969 0.7788 -0.7.320 1 
The standard errors can be compared with the values in Table 5.1. The sample correla­
tion matrix computed from the simulation of 500 samples of size n = 10000 is 
1 -0.661 0.743 
-0.661 1 -0.686 
0.743 -0.686 1 
As is evident, the two sets of standard errors and correlations differ by no more than 
about 8% in value. Further, for n > 1000 these agree with the observed Fisher informa-
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Figure 5.2 Tiie sampling distribution of a for n=30, 100, 1000, lOOOO 
tion. VVe take this as evidence that the expected Fisher information provides reasonable 
approximate variances and covariances for large n, and that we may approximate the 
Fisher information using the observed Fisher information (saving the labor of integrat­
ing complicated second derivatives). For n = 100 or n = .30, however, the estimates 
provided by the observed Fisher information vary by as much as a factor of 2. The top 
portion of Figure 5.4 gives a 3-dimensionaI representation of the correlation structure 
among the "regular" MLEs. 
VVe can use simulation to lend plausibility to speculation that the MLE for (/t, <t, p) is 
independent of that for d. The bottom portion of Figure 5.4 shows a number of scatter 
plots of d plotted against the other estimators. The rows are, from top to bottom, for 
n = 30,100,1000, and n = 10000. The order in each row is d-fi, d-a, and d-p. The 
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Figure 5.3 The sampling distribution of p for n=30, 100, 1000, 10000 
correlations are given in Table 5.2 with p-values for testing if the correlations are zero. 
The analysis suggests that independence is appropriate at large sample sizes. 
Figure 5.6 shows the likelihood ratio test statistic (for testing the point-null hypoth­
esis Ho : (^,cr,/>,</) = (0,1,0.2,-1)) plotted against the sum of the first order Taylor 
term for d and the second order terms for the "regular" parameters. If our specula­
tions regarding independence and rates of convergence are correct, asymptotically the 
sum should equal the LRT statistic. This seems to be the ccise. The partial derivatives 
necessary for the Taylor expansion are as follows. 
2IL = TIn(x - f i )  
9 ^ ~  [p+( l -p )4 (^ ) ]  
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Table 5.1 Statistics for checking normality of the maximum likelihood esti­
mators for <T, and p 
A (T P  
n 
Shap p —  
mean s.d. Wilk value 
Shap p— 
mean s.d. Wilk value 
Shap p— 
mean s.d. Wilk value 
30 
10= 
10^ 
10" 
-0.116 0.297 0.986 0.58 
-0.044 0.218 0.970 0.00 
-0.006 0.070 0.983 0.24 
0.002 0.022 0.983 0.23 
1.001 0.214 0.980 0.06 
1.002 0.142 0.974 0.00 
1.002 0.048 0.984 0.35 
1.000 0.014 0.977 O.Ol 
0.117 0.135 0.811 0.00 
0.169 0.097 0.944 0.00 
0.196 0.031 0.978 0.02 
0.200 0.010 0.983 0.28 
Table 5.2 Correlations (with />-values) between parameter estimators 
n d-fi d-a d-p 
30 0.149129 (0.0008) -0.063509 (0.1562) -0.084915 (0.0578) 
100 -0.031659 (0.4800) -0.001481 (0.9736) -0.095333 (0.0331) 
1000 -0.038625 (0.3888) -0.025091 (0.5757) -0.026596 (0.5530) 
10000 -0.012233 (0.7850) 0.011101 (0.8044) 0.054424 (0.2244) 
n_«( l  p]<p ^ ^ - ;i)'^-h  (rr -
d a  p+( i - (> ) t (^ ) ]  
O L  »-(!-«•(¥)) /I r 
d'^L 
C>/x2 
ap  [p  +  ( i . r t » ( i ^ ) ]  i -p '  
" - ( l  -P )  { [p+  (1  -  P)*  ( ^ ) ]  [4 ' {¥ )  ( ' ^ ) ]  -  [ ' ^  {*  (¥ ) ) ' ] }  
riiu 
p+ ( i -p )* (^ ) ] '  
a't --(1 - p) {[p+(1 - ?)^ (^)] { ¥ )  (^) - •» ( ¥ )  (^ ) l}  
[p+a-p )* (%-) ] '  
« -« ( i -P ) (a -P)  [« (¥ ) ' ]  [4f^r) 
[p+( l -p)*  (i=s)]" 
Tin 3(na(x - f i f  + ( t i n  -  1)5^) 
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71. 
n_,(I-p){[p+(l-p)»(%e)] [•»(^) (^'^) (^)l} 
g i t  { [ p +  (1 - p)<i (j^)] [t, (^) (i)] } 
[p+( l - r t* ( i ? ' ) f  
[!-•»(¥)] [^i^<»(V)] 
[ / ,+ ( l -p ) f ( i= l ) ] '  
and 
an '•-.{[p+a-rt-t(¥)|K^)('^)]} 
[p+( l -p )* ( i i ^ ) ] '  
As was the case in the other two normal models considered in this thesis, a distribu­
tion with two degrees of freedom more than the number of "regular" parameters seems 
to fit the simulation very well at moderate sample sizes. This is shown by Figure 5.5. In 
addition, it appears from Figure 5.6 that as n increases the sum of first order threshold 
and second order "regular" terms is a good approximation to the LRT statistic. 
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Figure 5.4 3D plots of p  versus { f i ,  a )  and scatter plots of d  versus and 
p for n=30,100,1000,10000 
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Figure 5.5 xl Plots, each showing the likelihood ratio test Statistic from 500 
simulations where the data producing the statistic is randomly 
generated from a censored standard normal with extra mass and 
with threshold parameter —1 and for sample sizes n=30, 100, 
1000, and 10000 
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Plot of LRT statistic vs Non-Zero terms of Taylor Expansion 
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Figure 5.6 The likelihood ratio test statistic vs. the sum of the asymptot­
ically non-negligible terms of the Taylor series for sample sizes 
n=30, 100, 1000, and 10000 
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APPENDIX A SAS® Programs 
Presented here are a number of programs needed to implement the various computa­
tions displayed throughout the thesis. We employ several conventions in discussing the 
programs. All nouns with a specific meaning when used in the context of discussing a 
SAS® program are displayed in the Sans Serif font. We present objects contained within 
the programs (macros, procedures, data steps, options) in the Courier font; all other 
text, in the standard Roman font. Wherever possible intuitive variable names are 
chosen to represent the names for variables appearing in the algorithms (xbsu:, std) 
for example. Variable names beginning with an under-score store temporary values that 
have no meaning outside the program itself. 
A.l Chapter 3 programs 
To implement the procedures outlined in Section 3.8, we include a number of pro­
grams and macros. 
A.1.1 Data Step Functions needed to Implement Cohen's Algorithm 
The first set of SAS® macros are simply functions. These functions must be invoked 
within the SAS Data Step environment. 
•/,phi(xi) 
•/.dphiCxi) ~ -^<^(0 
'/,Z(xi) 2 (0=  0(0 / (1 -<^(0 )  
%Zprime(xi) dz mom - m ) + [0(^)1' d( [1 - <t(f )i= 
Xlambda(xi) m = {1 - zio m) - e]} { z { o  -
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•Xlambdapr(xi) 
d\ [Z -  + iZ' -  -IZZ')  + 2(1 - Z'){Z -  f)(l - + zo 
d ^ ~  (Z-e ) -
y.theta(xi) 6{^) = ^ 
y,thetapr(xi) ± 6 ( f )  = - ^Z ' i O  
{ z { o - ^ r  
Zmacro phi(xi); 
(1/ (sqrt (2) *gainma(. 5))) •exp (- (ftxi*4xi) /2) 
'/mend phi; 
Xmacro dphi(xi); 
-ftxi* (1/ (sqrt (2) *gaiimia(. 5))) *exp (- (ftxi»ftxi) /2) 
Xmend dphi; 
Xmacro Z(xi); 
Xsmallphi(ftxi)/(1-probnorm(ftxi)) 
Xmend Z; 
y,macro Zprime(xi) ; 
( (1-probnorm (ftxi)) *y,smphipr (ftxi)+y,smallphi (ftxi) *y,smallphi (ftxi)) 
/((1-probnorm(ftxi))*(l-probnorm(ftxi))) 
'yCmend Zprime; 
•/imacro lambda(xi) ; 
(1-7,Z (ftxi) * (y,Z (ftxi) -ftxi)) / ( (y,Z (ftxi) -ftxi) * (y,Z (ftxi) -ftxi)) 
'/(mend lambda; 
Xmacro lambdapr(xi); 
( (y,Z (ftxi) -ftxi) • (y,Z (ftxi) -ftxi) » (-2*JiZ (ftxi) •y.Zpr ime (ftxi) + 
%Z (ftxi)+ftxi*y,Zprime (ftxi))-
(1-*XZ (ftxi) * (y,Z (ftxi) -ftxi)) *2* C/*2 (ftxi) -ftxi) * (XZprime (ftxi) -1)) / 
( (y,Z(ftxi) -ftxi) * (y.Z (ftxi) -ftxi) * (7,Z (ftxi) -ftxi) *(JCZ(ftxi) -ftxi)) 
'/mend lambdapr; 
'Xmacro theta(xi); 
7,Z(ftxi) / ('/,Z(ftxi) -ftxi) 
'/(mend theta; 
'iCmacro thetapr(xi); 
(JiZ (ftxi) -ftxi*'/iZprime (ftxi) ) /( CXZ (ftxi) -ftxi)» C/,Z (ftxi) -ftxi)) 
'yCmend thetapr; 
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A.1.2 Deriving the MLEs for a variable contained in a SAS Data Set 
The macro Jitrmle, takes the SAS Data Set specified by the argument supplied to 
the named parameter DATA with the variable specified by the named parameter RAW and 
computes the MLE of and <r for a normal distribution. The algorithm used is the 
one discussed in Section 8 of Chapter 3. The optional parameter D will be used for the 
truncation point. 
The input you need is as follows: 
Named Input Description 
DATA 
RAW 
CONVERGE 
MAXITER 
D 
OUT 
the (2-level) SAS name for the dataset, 
the variable containing the data, 
the accuracy of A~' (default is 10"®), 
the maximum number of iterations (default is 200), 
the specified truncation point (default is minimum of raw), 
the name of a SAS Data Set to write the results (default is output). 
To generate a truncated normal data set (here, named "data" of size n = 1000) you 
may use the following SAS® data step. 
data data(keep=raw); 
do i=l to 1000; 
do until(b>-l); 
b=rjuanor(0); 
end; 
output raw; 
end; 
run; 
log. 
The program produces six output macro variables and writes their values to the SAS 
Output Macro Variables Description 
muhat 
sigmahat 
dhat 
s-Sigma 
sjnu 
corr 
a = \Js'i->r 9{\-^[g{d, x,s2)]}(x - J)^ 
d = min{x,|< 6 1,2,... ,n} or D if specified 
E d u d t r j j  J  
d ^ L  a ^ L  Q2^2 g2ff2 d^dalJ J  
( gj^L ( aHL ei^L ^ e^L 
Q 2 f f 2  
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•yimacro trmle(data=,raw=,coiiverge=, inaxiter=, d=.,out=); 
'/(global muhat sigmaQiat; 
Xlet _a=JCindex(&data,; 
'/.if &_a=0 Xthen '/.do; 
'/.let libneuneswork; 
'/.let nieinnaine=ftdata; 
'/.end; 
'/.else '/Ido; 
'/.let libname='/.trim('/lleft ('/.substr(ftdata, 1, '/eval (&_a-l))) ) ; 
'/.let memname='/.trim(Jileft ('/.substr(ftdata, 
'/.eval(&.a+l) ,'/.eval('Xlength(4data)-&_a)))); 
'/.end; 
proc sql; 
select nobs into :n 
from sashelp.vtable 
where libnajne=upcase("41ibname") 
and meinnaine=upcase("ftinemname"); 
select min(ftraw) into y.trim('/.left(:minimu]n)) 
from ftlibname..ftmemname; 
quit; 
'/.let n='/,left('/,trim(&n)); 
'/.put n=&n; 
'/.if &converge= '/.then '/.let converge=0.000001; 
*f»if &maxiter= '/.then '/.let maxiter=200; 
'/.if '/.sysevalf(4d,booleEua)=0 '/.then '/.do; 
'/.if 4d ne 0 '/.then '/.let d^ ftminimum; '/.put missing d, d=minimum=4d; 
'/.end; 
'/.let min='/,sysf unc (min (&d, iminimum)); 
data _null_; 
array xx(4n); 
do _i_ = 1 to 4n; 
set 41ibneLme. .4memname; 
xx(_i_)=4raw; 
end; 
n=4n; 
xbar=mean(of xxl-xx4n); 
std= sqrt( ((4n-l)/4n)*v2ur(of xxl-xx4n) ); 
min=min(min(of xxl-xx4n),4d); 
g=std»std/((xbar-min)»(xbar-min)); 
start=-6.474948 + (49.875654 )»g - (215.036450 )»g*»2 
+(484.408232)•g»»3 -(515.706547 )*g*»4 +(210.885646 )*g**5; 
prstart=-100; 
do while(abs(steurt-prstart)>4converge); 
iter+1; 
prst2urt=start; 
lambda='/lambda(start); 
if lambda> g then start=start-(.5**iter)*(.2); 
else start=start+(.5**iter)*(.2); 
dif f=l2unbda-g; 
theta=Jitheta(start); 
if iter>4msuciter then stop; 
end; 
muhat=xbar-theta*(xbar-min); 
varhat=(st d**2) +thet a* (xbar-min) * (xbar-min) ; 
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sigmahat=sqrt(varhat); 
put / ®3 muhat= / (03 varhat= / ®3 sigmaJiat® / 
®3 min= ; 
call symput('muhat'.muhat); call symput('sigmahat',sigmahat); 
/*•* Comput the Estimated Variance of the MLEs */ 
ds2=Xdlls2(miii,muhat .sigmahat); put ds2=: 
dm2='/.dllmu2(min,muhat .sigmeihat) ; put dm2= 
dms='/.dl 1ms(min,muhat,sigmediat); put dms=; 
vsirmu=- (ds2/ (dm2*ds2-dms*dms)); s_mu=sqrt (varmu) ; 
vars =-(dm2/(dm2*ds2-dms*dms)); s_sigma=sqrt(vars); 
cov =-(-dms/(dm2*ds2-dms*dms)); corr=cov/(s_mu*s_sigma) ; 
put s_mu= / s_sigma= / corr=; 
call symput('muhat',muhat); 
call symput('sigmahat',sigmahat); 
call symput('dhat',min); 
call symput('s_mu',s_mu); 
call symput('s_sigma',s_sigma); 
call symput('corr',corr); 
run; 
7.if 4out= '/.then '/.put NO DATA SET CREATED; 
'/.else '/.do; 
data &out; muhat =ftmuhat; dhat=ftdhat; sigmeihat^ftsigmaJiat; run; 
'/.end; 
•/.mend trmle; 
Here is some output generated by '/.trmle using 2 samples of 1000 observations each 
taken from standard normals with truncation points of —1 and 3 respectively. 
'/itrmle(data=raw, raw=b, converge=0.000000001, '/out=result); 
missing d, d=minimum=-0.9985 
MUHAT=0.069350517 
MHAT=0. 9168647215 
SIGMAHAT=0.9575305329 
MIN=-0.9985 
DMS=-678.3352345 
S.MU=0.0499410938 
S_SIGMA=0.0355963626 
C0RR=-0.667920905 
missing d, d=minimum=3.000053 
MUHAT=-0.630070972 
=-300 
M2=-51 
S_SIGMA=0.3219426606 
C0RR=-0.998391202 
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A. 1.3 Likelihood Ratio Test functions 
These macros ailow one to calculate partial derivatives of the log-likelihood of a left-
truncated normal distribution. They can by used for doing Newton Rhapson or for 
computing the Fisher information. 
These macros must be called within a SAS data step. Each macro has three positional 
parameters (dhat, muhat, and sigmaJiat). These must be supplied. In addition, the 
statistics n, xbar and std are needed to be defined in the data step calling the macro. 
The following example shows 3 of the macros being called to create the SAS® data set 
data graph; 
retain xbar 0.3278736565 std 0.770257147 n 100 
min -0.983346899 muhat 0.1181753755; 
do siginahat=0.5 to 2.5 by .1; 
loglike=%loglike(niin,muhat, sigmahat); 
dlls =%dlls(min,muhat,s igmahat); 
diff=(dlls-lagl(dlls))•10; 
dlls2 =*/,dlls2(min,muhat, sigmahat); 
"Graph" 
end; 
run; 
Macros with Definitions 
•/.dargs 
•/.loglike - n  log I - <& (^)] - « log((T) - + (x -
'/.dllmu , n(x-A) ,t2 
'/dllmu2 n 
•/.dlls 
y.dlls2 
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Xdllms 
•/.dllmd n I ['-«(¥)] M¥)l('^)-[«(¥)l'(jr) 
•/.dllsd 
„ f [•-«(¥)]K¥)(¥)'->(¥)]-[«(¥)]'('fe°) 
^2 \ 2 
'/macro aurg (dhat, muhat, s igmahat) 
(ftdhat-ftmuhat) /ftsigmeihat 
'/.mend arg; 
'/.macro dargs (dhat, muhat, s igmediat); 
(ftmuhat-ftdhat) /ftsigmeLhat^*2 
'/.mend deirgs; 
'/.macro loglike(dhat,muhat,sigmahat); 
-ftii»log(l-probnorm( '/.arg(ftdhat,ftmuhat,ftsigmahat) ) ) 
-ftn*log(ftsigmahat)-(.5)*(l/ftsigmahat*»2) 
• (ftn*std»std+ftn»(xbar-ftmuhat)*(xbar-ftmuhat)) 
'/.mend loglike; 
'/.macro dlldCdhat,muhat, sigmahat); 
(ftn*'iCphi ('/.arg (ftdhat .ftmuhat ,fts igmahat))/ 
(ftsigmahat*(l-probnorm( 'yiargCftdhat.ftmuhat ,ftsigmahat))))) 
'/.mend dlld; 
'y^macro dllmuCdhat,muhat .sigmahat); 
-ftn*'/iphi( '/.arg(ftdhat.ftmuhat,ftsigmahat) )/ 
(ftsigmahat»(l-probnorm( '/.arg(ftdhat .ftmuhat.ftsigmahat)))) 
+ftn*(xbar-ftmuhat)/ftsigmahat**2 
'/Imend dllmu; 
'/.macro dllmu2 (dhat, muhat. sigmsihat); 
(-ftn/ftsigmahat)*( (1-probnorm('/.arg(ftdhat.ftmuhat.ftsigmahat)))» 
'ytdphi (JCarg(ftdhat.ftmuhat .ftsigmahat))* (-1/ftsigmahat) -
'/(phi ('/(arg (ftdhat. ftmuhat. fts igmahat)) * (1 /fts igmediat) 
"f'Xphi ('yiarg (ftdhat .ftmuhat .ftsigmahat) )) / 
(l-probnorm( 'yjarg(ftdhat.ftmuhat.ftsigmahat)))»*2-ftn/ftsigmahat*»2 
!(macro dlls(dhat .muhat.sigmahat); 
-ftn*(-'/.phi( '/arg(ftdhat.ftmuhat.ftsigmahat))* 
'Xdargs (ftdhat. ftmuhat. ftsigmahat)) / 
(1-probnorm CXarg (ftdhat, ftmuhat. fts igmahat))) -ftn/fts igmahat + 
(l/ftsigmahat»*3)*(ftn*std**2+ftn*(xbar-ftmuhat)**2) 
%mend dlls; 
Xmacro dlls2(dhat.muhat.sigmahat); 
ftn-^( (l-probnorm(%arg(ftdhat.ftmuhat.ftsigmahat)))* 
'/mend; 
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C (XphiC/largCftdhat .ftmuhat .ftsigmaiiat) ) ) * 
((-2*(ftmuhat-ftdhat))/ftsigmahat**3)+ 
('/.dairgs (ftdhat, ftmuhat, ftsigmaihat)) * 
('/.dphiC/arg (ftdhat, ftmuhat, ftsigmediat) ) * 
Xdargs(ftdhat,ftmuhat.ftsigmahat)))-
('/.phi (Xarg (ftdhat .ftmuhat .ftsigmahat) ))* 
(Xdaurgs (ftdhat. ftmuhat. ftsigmeihat)) * 
(-'/iphi(*ylarg(ftdhat. ftmuhat .ftsigmahat) )) * 
('/.dargs (ftdhat. ftmuhat. ftsigmahat))) / 
(l-probnorm('/.arg(ftdhat .ftmuhat .ftsigmahat))) •*2+&n/ftsigm2diat**2 
- (3/&sigmahat**4) * (&ii*std»*2+ftn* (xbar-ftmuhat) **2) 
Jimend dlls2; 
'/.macro dllms(dhat .muhat.sigmahat) ; 
&ii*( (l-probnorm('/.arg(ftdhat.ftmuhat.ftsigmahat)))* 
( ('/(phi ('/(arg (ftdhat .ftmuhat .ftsigmahat) ) ) *(l/ftsigmahat**2) 
•••('/(dargs (ftdhat .ftmuhat .ftsigmahat) )•«' 
('/(dphi ('/.arg (ftdhat .ftmuhat .ftsigmeihat) ) * 
(-l/ftsigmahat)))-(*/(phi( J(arg(ftdhat.ftmuhat.ftsigmahat) ))* 
('/.dairgs (ftdhat. ftmuhat. ftsigmahat)) * 
(-'/(phi('/(su:g(ftdhat .ftmuhat .ftsigmediat) )) »(-i/ftsigm2Jiat)) / 
(l-probiiorm('/.arg(ftdhat .ftmuhat .ftsigmaihat))) **2 
+(l/ftsigmahat**3)*(-2»ftii» (xbar-ftauhat)) 
'/(mend dllms .-
'/(macro dllmd(dhat .muhat .sigmediat); 
( (l-probnorm('/,arg(ftdhat.ftmuhat .ftsigmahat)))* 
'/(phi ('/.surg (ftdhat. ftmuhat. fts igmahat ))* 
(-'/.arg(ftdhat .ftmuhat.ftsigmahat))*(-ftn/ftsigmahat»*2) -
(ftn/ftsigmahat**2) * ('/(phi('/.arg(ftdhat .ftmuhat .ftsigmsdiat)) )• 
('/.phi ('/.axg(ftdhat .ftmuhat .ftsigmadiat)) )) / 
(l-probnorm('/,arg(ftdhat .ftmuhat .ftsigmadiat)) )*»2 
'/.mend dllmd; 
'/(macro dllsd(dhat .muhat .sigmahat) ; 
(ftn/ (ftsigmahat^ftsigmsihat) )* 
((l-probnorm('/.arg(ftdhat .ftmuhat .ftsigmahat)))» 
( (ftmuhat-ftdhat)* ('/(phi ('/.arg (ftdhat .ftmuhat .ftsigmadiat))) * 
( (ftmuhat-ftdhat) / (fts igmahat *ftsignjdiat)) -
('/.phi ('/.arg (ftdhat .ftmuhat .ftsigmahat)))) 
- ( ('/.phi ('/(arg (ftdhat .ftmuhat .ftsigmahat) )) * 
('/(phi('/.arg(ftdhat .ftmuhat .ftsigmahat))) * 
((ftdhat-ftmuhat)/fts igmahat)))/ 
(l-probnorm('Xarg (ftdhat .ftmuhat .ftsigmahat)) )**2 
'/,mend dllsd; 
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A.1.4 Sample Code for the Plots 
All plots in the dissertation were created using SAS® Graph software. The code is 
often tedious. Here is the program for generating Figure 3.3. Setting options for the 
various portions of the graph is the bulk of the work once the macro functions are in 
place. 
'/^include ' <macro storage locations> ' ; 
data plots; 
retain step .1; 
do xi=-5 to 5 by step; 
lambda^'XlambdaCxi); 
lambdapr=*/,lambdapr(xi); 
label laincia='Function' lainbdapr='Derivative'; 
output; 
end; 
run; 
filensune graphl '' <storage location> ''; 
goptions t2a'get=pscolor device=psrectll hsize=0 vsize=0 
horigin=0 vorigin=0 border 
gsfnaine=graphl gsfmode=replace; 
title f=swiss 'Plot of ' f=greek '1(c) ' 
f=swiss 'and ' f=math 'k' 
f=greek '1(c)/' f=math 'k' f=greek 'c'; 
axisl order=(-5 to 5 by 2) value=(height=.85 tick=4) 
label=(f=greek 'c' j=c); 
axis2 label=(a=90 f=greek '1(c) ' f=swiss 'amd ' 
f=math 'k' f=greek '1(c)/' 
f=math 'k' f=greek 'c' j=center); 
legendl offset=(5cm,7cni) shape=line(lcm) across=l 
label=(position=top justify=center 'Key') fraune niode=sh2ure; 
symboll interpol=join value=point line=l; 
synibol2 interpol=join value=point line=2; 
proc gplot data=plots; 
plot (F Fprime)*xi / overlay 
haxis=axisl vaxis=axis2 legend=legendl; 
run; 
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A.2 Chapter 4 Programs 
A.2.1 Functions needed to Implement Cohen's Algorithm 
Here axe a aumber of SAS® macros needed for computing MLEs by implementing 
the procedure in Section 6 of Chapter 4. In addition, many of the same macros that 
were needed for computing MLEs (for the truncated normal likelihood) are also needed 
here. 
The macros that begin dll_ are the partial derivatives of the log-likelihood with 
respect to the various parameters. Their forms are the same as given in Section 4.7 
(except that the following are evaluated at the MLE). 
Macros with Definitions 
The first 5 functions require the positional parameters h and xi (in that order) 
(t4I) = ((T^) 
•/.Yprime - = 
/i^[l -^((f)]0(^) -h^(piO +A[<p(0]^ 
jCcohenlS 
Xlambda n h . Q  
l - Y { h , 0  
( Jl.\ 1 
V l - / i /  ( ! - • ( -l-OC O) _ 1 
I - /  A \  iP j -O  K i - h )  (i-K-O) 
(i-AWO 
k<t>{x) 
'/.censd 
These functions require the positional parameters nzero,nplus,dhat,ffluhat and sigmeihat 
Xloglike —n_^ log $ d — ft - ^  log(27r) - Mr log(<T) - ^ (5? + (x - /i)^) 
Xdlld 
-A¥) 
[*(¥)] Xdllmu 
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•/.dlls 
7.dlls2 
n-oo</> (/i - <?) 
mr 
0-2 S (T cr 
*yldllmu2 < 
' K ¥ ) ] ' ? ( ¥ ) ( ' ' - / i ) + ^ K ¥ ) ] '  
K¥)r 
/ [*(v^)]*(v^)h^'('^'-A)-(A-'<y]-tf[0(v^)] (A-rf)' I 
"X ^=W¥)l' / 
+ ? f - 3 f «  +  ( i - / i ) )  
Xdllms «_« < 
/.dllmd 
•/.dllsd 
' [ * ( ¥ ) ] ' »  {¥) -ii"- ^ [•»(¥)]' (/i - •')' 
.^ [«(¥)]' 
«-c [[<>(¥)] K¥)](¥)-k(¥)]'a)] 
K¥)r 
' [* (¥)] '(¥)| - (¥)]'(¥) 
K¥)r 
'/.macro Y(h, xi) ; 
(&h/(l-&h))»'/.Z(-&xi) 
'/(mend; 
'/macro Yprime(h,xi) ; 
(fth/ (fth-l))*'/Zprime(-ftxi) 
Xmend; 
Xmacro cohenl8(h, xi); 
(1-XY (fth, ftxi) * ('/Y (fth, ftxi) -ftxi)) / ( ('/Y (fth, ftxi) -ftxi) * (XY (fth, ftxi) -ftxi)) 
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'/.mend; 
'/.macro censd(h, xi); 
( CXY (fth ,4xi) -ftxi) • CXY (&h ,ftxi) -ftxi) * (-2»*/.Y (&h ,4xi) * 
'/iYprime (4h, 4xi) +';iY (4h, ftxi) +4xi*'/.Yprime (4h ,4xi)) 
- (l-'/,Y (4h, 4xi) * (y.Y (4h, &xi) -4xi)) *2* (/.Y (4h, 4xi) -4xi) * (y.Yprime(4h,4xi)-l))/( (5iY(4h,4xi)-4xi)*('/Y(4h,4xi)-4xi)* 
(7.Y (4h, 4xi) -4xi) * (*/.Y (4h, 4xi) -4xi) ) 
'Xmend; 
'/(macro lambda(h, xi) ; 
7.Y(4h, 4xi) / ('/.Y(4h, 4xi) -4xi) 
'/.mend ; 
'/.macro loglike(nzero,nplus,dhat,muhat.sigmahat); 
ftnzero*log(probnorm( 'X2irg(4dhat,4muhat,4sigm2Lhat) ) ) 
-4nplus*log(4sigmahat) 
- (. 5) * (1/(4sigm2diat*4sigmahat)) * 
(4nplus*varmle+ftnplus* (xbar-4muhat) * (xb2Lr-4muhat)) 
'Xmend loglike; 
'/Smacro dlldCnzero .nplus ,dhat ,muhat, sigmahat) ; 
(4nzero*'y(phi('/.arg(4dhat ,4muhat ,4sigmahat))/ 
(4sigmahat*(probnorm( ';l2Lrg(4dhat ,4muhat ,4sigm2ihat))))) 
'iCmend dlld; 
'/(macro dllmu(nzero, nplus, dhat, mnhat, sigmeihat); 
(-ftnzero*'/.phi('/arg(4dhat ,4muhat ,4sigmahat))/ 
(4s igmahat* (probnorm ( '/.eurg (4dhat, 4muhat, 4s igmeihat)))) 
+(l/(4sigmahat*4sigmahat))»&nplus*(xbar-4muhat)) 
'/(mend dllmu; 
'/.macro dlls (nzero,nplus, dhat ,muhat .sigmsQiat); 
-4nzero*(-'/(phi( '/(2u:g(4dhat,4muhat,4sigmahat) )* 
'/(dargs (4dhat ,4muhat ,4sigmahat)) / (probnorm ( 
•/.arg(4dhat ,4muhat ,4sigmahat))) - 4nplus/4sigmahat + 
(l/4sigm2diat»*3) » (4nplus*varmle+4nplus* (xbar-4muhat) * (xbeur-4muhat) ) 
'/(mend dlls; 
'/(macro dllmu2(nzero,nplus,dhat,muhat,sigmahat); 
(-4nzero/4sigmahat)» 
( (probnorm (%2a:g (4dhat ,4muhat ,4s igmadiat))) * 
'/.dphi ('/(arg(4dhat ,4muhat ,4sigmahat)) *(-l/4sigmediat) + 
Xphi ('/.arg (4dhat, 4muhat, 4s igmahat) ) * (l/4s igmahat) 
*'/(phi('/(2urg(4dhat ,4muhat ,4sigm2diat))) / 
(probnorm( •/(2u:g(4dhat,4muhat,4sigm2dxat)))»*2 -
ftnplus/4sigmahat'f*2 
'/(mend; 
'/(macro dlls2(nzero,nplus,dhat ,muhat, sigmahat); 
4nzero* ( (probnorm ('/.arg (4dhat, 4muhat, 4s igmahat))) * 
( CXphi ('/(arg(4dhat ,4muhat ,4sigmahat))) * 
( (-2* (touhat-4dhat)) /&sigmahat**3)+ 
('/.dargs (4dhat, 4muhat ,4sigmahat)) * 
(Xdphi(Xarg(4dhat,4muhat,4sigmahat))* 
%dargs(4dhat,4muhat,4sigmahat))) -
(Xphi( %arg(4dhat,4muhat,4sigmahat) ))* 
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C/tdargs(ftdhat,ftmuhat,Itsigmahat) )* 
('/phi (*/Caxg(ftdhat .ftmuhat ,fts igmahat) ))* 
('/.dargs (ftdhat, tmuhat, ts igmahat))) / 
(probnorm(y,2u:g(ftdhat .ftmuhat .ftsigmaihat))) **2 
+ ftnplus/&sigmahat**2 
- (3/ftsigmahat**4) »(Anplus*varmle+ftnplus*(xbar-4muhat) * (xbar-ftmuhat)) 
y.mend dlls2; 
'/.macro dllms (nzero, nplus, dhat,muhat, sigmahat) ; 
ftnzero* ( (probnorm ('ylarg (ftdhat .ftmuhat .ftsigmahat) )) * 
( ('ytphi CXarg (ftdhat ,ftmuhat .ftsigmahat)) ) * (l/ftsigmahat*=*'2) 
+('i(dsu:gs (ftdhat, ftmuhat, fts igmsihat ))* 
(XdphiC'/arg (ftdhat .ftmuhat .ftsigmahat)) *(-l/ftsigmahat))) 
-('/phiC/larg(ftdhat.ftmuhat.ftsigmahat) ))* 
('/.dargs (ftdhat. ftmuhat, fts igmahat) )* 
('/.phi ('/.arg(ftdhat .ftmuhat .ftsigmahat))) * (-1/ftsigmahat))/ 
(probnorm('y(arg(ftdhat .ftmuhat .ftsigmediat))) **2 
+ (l/ftsigmahat**3)»(-2*ftnplus*(xbar-ftmuhat)) 
'/.mend dllms; 
'/.macro dllsd(nzero,nplus,dhat,muhat .sigmsdiat); 
ftnzero'^( (probnorm('iC2u:g(ftdhat,ftmuhat .ftsigmahat)))* 
( C/idaurgs (ftdhat, ftmuhat, ftsigmahat) ) '^ 
CXdphi(.V,aocg(ftdhat.ftmuhat .ftsigmahat) )*( 1/ftsigmahat))-
('ylphi CXarg (ftdhat .ftmuhat .ftsigmaihat) ))'•' (l/ftsigmahat*=^2)) -
('/.phi('/.argCftdhat.ftmuhat .ftsigmahat) ))* 
('/.dargs(ftdhat.ftmuhat.ftsigmediat) )* 
('/.phi ('/.au:g(ftdhat, ftmuhat .ftsigmahat))) * (1/ftsigmahat)) / 
(probnorm(5(arg(&dhat, ftmuhat .ftsigmadiat))) **2 
'/Cmend dllms; 
'/.macro dllmd(nzero,nplus,dhat,muhat,sigmaihat); 
(ftnzero/ftsigmahat)*( (probnorm('/,2u:gCftdhat, ftmuhat, fts igmahat)) )* 
'/Cphi C/arg (ftdhat, ftmuhat .ftsigmahat)) ('>Carg (ftdhat, ftmuhat, fts igmahat)) * 
(1/fts igmahat)+ (1/ftsigmahat)* 
('/.phi('/.arg(ftdhat,ftmuhat .ftsigmahat))) * 
('/.phi C/arg (ftdhat, ftmuhat ,ftsigmeihat)))) / 
(probnorm ('yiarg (ftdhat, ftmuhat ,ftsigm2diat))) »*2 
'/(mend dllmd; 
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A.2.2 Computing MLEs for the censored normal distribution 
The macro Jlcnmle, takes the SAS Data Set specified by the argument supplied to 
the named parameter DATA with the variable specified by the named parameter MV and 
computes the MLEs of and a for a censored normal distribution. The program uses 
the algorithm discussed in Section 6 of Chapter 4. This algorithm converges reliably at 
well over 99% censoring. 
There are a number of optional parameters that may be specified. Optional param­
eters are those with "defaults" listed after them. The input you need is as follows: 
Named Input Description 
DATA 
RAW 
CONVERGE 
MAXITER 
D 
OUT 
the (2-Ievel) SAS name for the dataset, 
the variable containing the data, 
the accuracy of A"' (default is 10"®), 
the maximum number of iterations (default is 200), 
the specified truncation point (default is minimum of raw) , 
the name of a SAS Data Set to write the results (default is output). 
The program produces six output macro variables and writes their values to the SAS 
log. These output values correspond to the parameter estimates and their standard 
errors along with the correlation between the estimates (as computed from the observed 
Fisher information). 
Output Macro Variables Description 
muhat 
sigmahat 
dhat 
s_sigma 
SJQU 
corr 
f i  =  x -  0 { X - ^ [ g { d , x , s l ) ] } { x  -  d ) .  
a  =  y j s ]  +  6 { X - ^ [ g { d ,  x , s f ) ] } ( x  -  < / ) 2  
d = min{ € 1,2,... , n} or D if specified 
dnda\J J 
l ( _ ^ (  an.r.aiLn) 
\ f lpag-Va2„2  o t t d i r l j j  
Bi^L O^L 
Here is the sample output for submitting 
5icnmle(data=temp, raw=raw, converge®.000000001, out=result); 
where temp is a data set with ( f i , c r , d )  =  (0,2,6) and n  = 10000. As you can see 
only 14 data points were available, yet the program does a reasonable job at generating 
parameter estimates. 
MUHAT=0.0823620288 
VARHAT=3.9983563607 
S_MU=1.4026922451 
S_SIGMA=0.4620675 
C0RR=-0.9932500146 
percent censoredsO.9986 
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•/.macro cnmle(data=,raw=,converges, mauciter®, d=. ,out=output); 
'/.global muhat sigmahat; 
'yilet _a='/.index(ftdata,.); 
'/.if &_a=0 '/then 'yido; 
'/.let libname=work; 
'/(let memn2uiie=ftdata; 
*/.end; 
'/.else '/.do; 
'/.let libn2uae='/.trim('yileft (5isubstr(&data, 1 ,'/.eval(&_a-l)))); 
'/.let memn2une=*/.trim('/,left ('yisubstr(&data,'/.eval(S!_a+l), 
'/.eval (5tlength(&data) -ft.a)))); 
'/.end; 
proc sql; 
select nobs into '/.trim('yileft(:nobs)) 
from sashelp.vtable 
where libnsune=upcase("ftlibname") 
and memneuae=upcase("ftmemn2uiie") ; 
select min(ftraw) into '/.trim('/(left(:minimiuii)) 
from ftlibnsmie. .ftmemnaune; 
quit; 
'/if ftconverge= 'yCthen 'Xlet converge=0,000001; 
'y(if ftmaxiter= '/.then '/.let m2uciter=200; 
'/.sysevalf(ftd,booleaui)=0 '/.then '/.do; 
'/.if ftd ne 0 '/then '/let d=ftminimum; 
'/.end; 
'/let min='/sysfunc(min(&d,ftminimum)); 
data _null_; 
/*** Compute summary statistics of the data ***/ 
/***•*»****************••»***•»•**•************•*******/ 
su:ray xx(4nobs); 
do i = 1 to inobs; 
set ftlibname. .ftmemneune; 
xx(i)=4raw; 
if xx(i)=. then nzero+1; 
else do; 
sum+xx(i);sumsq+xx(i)*xx(i);nplus+l; 
end; 
end; 
xbatr^sum/nplus; 
std= sqrt( (l/nplus)*(sumsq-sum*sum/nplus) ); veurmle=std; 
min=&min;dhat=min; 
p=nzero/4nobs; 
t2u:get=std*std/((xbar-min)*(xbar-min)); 
/**•**•**•****************»**••••»*****•**••****•*•****/ 
/»** Compute the MLEs for mu and sigma ***/ 
/********•***»*•******•******•*»•»*•****•**•***********/ 
left=-5.5; 
/»»»» Compute the Right End Point for Search *»»/ 
lr=-2; rr=5; deltar=l; 
iter=0; 
do while(abs(deltar)>ftconverge); 
cr=(rr+lr)/2; 
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deltar=(7,Y(p, cr) -cr); 
if deltar<=0 then rr=cr; 
else lr=cr; 
iter+1; 
if iter>100 then stop; 
end; 
right=rr-.001; 
•put right=; 
/**** Implement Binary Search ****/ 
delta=l; iter=0; 
do whileCabs (delta) >ftconverge); 
center®(right+left) /2; 
deltas(%cohenl8(p,center)-target); 
if delta<=0 then left=center; 
else right=center; 
iter+1; 
if iter>1000 then do; put 'oh oh!'; stop; end; 
end; 
lambda=%leuabda(p, center); 
muhat=xbar-lauiibda* (xbar-min); 
varhat= (std*»2) +lambda»(xbar-min) • (xbar-min); 
sigmeJiat=sqrt(v2urhat); 
put / 03 muhat= / fl3 varhat= / ®3 sigmahat= / 
®3 "dhat="min / (03 "percent censored="p ; 
/ :|c ift :)(  ^  ^ / 
/*** Comput the Estimated Vairiauice of the MLEs */ 
ds2=5Cdlls2(nzero,nplus,dhat,muhat,sigmahat) ; put ds2=; 
dm2='/,dllmu2(nzero,nplus,dhat,muhat,sigmahat); put dm2=; 
dms=Xdllms(nzero,nplus,dhat,muhat,sigmahat) ; put dms=; 
varmu=-(ds2/(dm2*ds2-dms*dms)); s_mu=sqrt(varmu); 
vars =-(dm2/(dm2»ds2-dms*dms)); s_sigma=sqrt(vars); 
cov =-(-dms/(dm2»ds2-dms*dms)); corr=cov/(s_mu*s_sigma); 
put s_mu= / s_sigma= / corr=; 
call symput('muhat',muhat); call symput('s_mu',s_mu); 
call symput('sigmahat' ,sigmahat); call symput('s.sigma',s_sigma); 
call symput('dhat',min); call symput('corr',corr); 
run; 
•/.if Aout= •/.then '/.put NO DATA SET CREATED; 
•ylelse •/.do; 
data jfcout; muhat=ftmuhat; dhat=ftdhat; sigmahat=ftsigmahat; 
s_mu=&s_mu; s_sigma=fts_sigma; corr=&corr; run; 
'/.end; 
•/.mend cnmle 
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A.2.3 Table Generation 
We can use the macro Xmle to form a look-up table using the program below. By 
using SAS® to write SAS® code, we can generate a sequence of macro calls for the macro 
y,mle and write those to the external file _templ. By submitting a %include -tempi we 
execute %mle and write its results to the external file -temp2. We then use a data step 
to read that file. (This allows us to recycle the macro Jimle without needing to rewrite 
its contents within a data-step and reformat its output.) 
Xmacro mleCpercent, goal); 
data _null_; 
target=4goal; p=ftpercent; left=-5.5,* lr=-2; rr=5; deltar=l; iter=0; 
do while(abs(deltar)>&converge),* 
cr=(rr+lr)/2; deltar=(*/,YCftpercent,cr)-cr); 
if deltar<=0 then rr=cr; else lr=cr; 
end; 
right=rr-.001; 
delta=l; iter=0; 
do while(abs(delta)>ftconverge); 
center=(right+left)/2; 
delta=(*/,cohenl8(p,center) -target) ; 
if delta<=0 then left=center; 
else right=center; 
end; 
lainbda=*yilambda(p, center); 
put "lhs= " target fll5 "top " p <035 "table " 
Isimbda <055 "center " center; 
run; 
Xmend; 
filename .tempi '/home/tomp/_junk_'; 
filename _temp2 '/home/tomp/ junk '; 
data _null_; 
file .tempi; 
do percent=.01 to .51 by .05; 
do goal=0 to 1.5 by .1; 
put '*/,mle( ' percent ' , ' goal ' );'; 
end; 
end; 
run; 
proc printto log=.temp2; run; 
^include .tempi; 
proc printto; 
data plot(drop=key); 
length key $3; 
infile _temp2; 
input Q1 key $char3. Q; 
if key='Ihs'; 
input 906 Ihs <019 top Q41 table <062 center; 
run; 
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A.l Chapter 5 Programs 
A.l.l Utility Macros 
There are a aiimber of utility macros that you need to %include to use the "censored 
with extra mass macro." 
The first SAS Macro is '/.process, which operates on the variable "raw" from the SAS 
data set "data" and generates a number of sample statistics. The stored value (in raw) 
corresponding to observations for which you know only that they fell below the censoring 
threshold must be the period, (it is trivial to switch another value to a period if raw 
identifies censored observation in some other way). 
/.macro process (data = ,raw = ); 
'/.let _a='ylindex(ftdata,.); 
•/.if 4_a=0 'yithen 'yido; '/let libname=work; '/.let memnaine=ftdata; '/.end; 
'/.else 'ySdo; 'yClet libname='/trim(*/,left('/.substr(&data, l,'/.eval(&_a-l)))) ; 
'/let meinn2ime=*/.trim(*Xleft(*/substr(&data,'/.eval(&_a+l), 
'/.eval CiilengthC&data) -ft_a)))); '/end ; 
proc sql; 
select nobs into '/.left(mobs) from sashelp.vtable 
where libname=upcase("&libn2une") emd memn£une=upcase("4memn2une"); 
quit; 
'/.let nobs='/.trim('/.left (ftnobs)); 
data sumdata(keep=sum sumsq nzero nplus dhat xbeir 
varmle smle phat goal); 
array xx(4nobs); 
do i = 1 to ftnobs; 
set ftlibname. .ftmemname(rename=(ftraw=tl)); 
if tl=0 then do; xx(i)=.; nzero+1; end; 
else do; xx(i) = tl; sum+xx(i); sumsq+xx(i)*xx(i); end; 
end; 
nplus=&nobs-nzero; dhat=min(of xxl-xx&nobs); 
xbar=sum/nplus; varmle = (l/nplus)*(sumsq-sum*sum/nplus); 
smle=sqrt (v2unnle); phat = nzero/ftnobs; 
goal = varmle/((xbar-dhat)*(xbar-dhat)); output; 
run; 
'/.mend; 
The next SAS macro is '/.cohenls. This macro computes the conditional MLEs of 
H and cr for a given (p, </). This macro is not as sophisticated as the */mle (meaning 
that there are a few (very rare) cases that '/mle will correctly resolve, but '/cohenls will 
not). However, those instances occur only when s/{x — d) is very small (implying that 
the censoring threshold is several standard deviations from the mean and casting doubt 
on the usefulness of treating the data as "censored" in the first place). In cases where 
the macro does not resolve, it is probably more sensible to treat the problem as being a 
mixed "normal" and point mass at zero (rather than censored normal with point mass 
at zero). 
y^acro cohenls(p, h, cohen, converge); 
data mle; 
keep center delta lambda p h; 
p=ftp;h=fth;target=ftcohen; 
converge-ftconverge; 
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left=-5.5;right=0;delta=l; 
do while(abs(delta)>&converge); 
center®(right+left) /2; cohenl8=ilcohenl8 (p, h, center); 
delta=(JCcohenl8(p, h, center)-target) ,* 
if delta<=0 then left=center;else right=center;end; 
xi=center; 
lainbda=%lambda(p,h, xi); 
run; 
Xmend; 
A.3.2 Function Macros 
Macros with Definitions 
Here are some additional functions that you need to %include to use the censored with 
extra mass macro. 
The first 5 functions require (p, h, xi) be specified 
•/.w 
'/.cohenlB 
( h \ ( (i-p)^(V^) ^ 
(  h  \  (  ( t - p ) 0 m  \  
\ i - h )  V ( p + ( i - p ) < » ( 0 ) /  
•/.lambda " 0 
'/.loglike log p + (1 - p)$ (^)] + "r (Iog(l - p) - logo*) - log(27r) 
Xdllmu 
V r f l l T  n s  I  n R ( r - A ) 2 + ( n „ - l ) s 2  
[p+(i-p)<t(^)]' 
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'/.dlls2 
L-P)*(^)] 
n-o,(I-p)((l-p)[4^)'][-tir^]-) „ 3(n«(x-/l)'+(nB-I).^ 
[p+{l-p)<t(i=^)]' + P 
•/.dllms 
n-oo(l-p)|[p+(l-p)*(^)] 
[p+(l-p)<t(^)]' 
n_^(l-p)^(L-p)[^(^)] [li^] ) 
[p+(l-p)<t(^)]' 
* h=sample fraction of zero-counts; 
* p=extra mass probability; 
'/.macro W(p, h, xi) ; 
(fth/(l-&h))*( (l-&p)*'ylsmallphi(ftxi)/(ftp+(l-4p)*probnorm(4xi)) ) 
'/mend; 
'/.macro cohenl8(p, h, xi); 
(l-'/.W (ftp, 4h, ftxi) • ('/.W (&p ,fth, &xi) -ftxi)) / 
( ('yCW (ftp, fth, ftxi) -ftxi)» C/.W (ftp, fth, ftxi) -ftxi)) 
'/(mend; 
'/.macro lEunbda(p, h, xi); 
Y,W (ftp, fth, ftxi) / C/CW (ftp, fth, ftxi) -ftxi) 
'/.mend; 
'/.macro loglike(nzero ,nplus,phat,dhat .muhat .sigmahat) ; 
ftnzero*log(&phat+(l-&phat)*probnorm( */,Eu:g(ftdhat.ftmuhat.ftsigmadiat) ) ) 
+ftnplus*( log(l-ftphat)-log(&sigm2diat) ) 
-(.5)*(1/(&sigmahat»&sigmahat))» 
(ftnplus*varmle+ftnplus*(xb2ur-ftmuhat)•(xbar-ftmuhat)) 
'/.mend loglike; 
'/(macro dlld (nzero .nplus .phat .dhat, muhat .sigmahat); 
(ftnzero*(l-ftphat) *'/,phi('/iarg(ftdhat .ftmuhat .ftsigmahat)) / 
(ftsigmahat»(ftphat+(l-ftphat)»probnorm( (ftdhat-ftmuhat)/ftsigmahat )))) 
'/.mend dlld; 
'/.macro dllmu(nzero.nplus,phat.dhat.muhat.sigmahat) ; 
(-ftnzero* (1-ftphat) *'yiphi ('ylarg(ftdhat. ftmuhat. ftsigmahat)) / 
(ftsigmahat*(ftphat+(l-&phat)»probnorm( (ftdhat-ftmuhat)/ftsigmahat )))+ 
(l/(ftsigmahat*ftsigmahat))*ftnplus*(xbar-ftmuhat)) 
'/(mend dllmu; 
'/(macro dlls(nzero.nplus.phat.dhat.muhat.sigmahat); 
(-ftnzero*(l-ftphat) *'/(phi(%arg(ftdhat .ftmuhat .ftsigmahat) ) 
* ('/.arg (ftdhat. ftmuhat. fts igmahat))) / 
(ftsigmahat*(ftphat-t-(1-ftphat) *probnorm( (ftdhat-ftmuhat) /ftsigmahat ) )) 
-ftnplus/fts igmeJiat 
+(ftnplus*v2mnle-i-ftnplus*(xbeu:-ftmuhat) * (xbar-ftmuhat) ) /ftsigmsdiat**3 
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'/mend dlls; 
'ylmacro dllmu2 (nzero, nplus, phat, dhat, muhat, sigmsJiat); 
&iizero*(( ( (ftphat-l)/ftsigmahat )*((&dhat-ftiiiuhat)/ 
&sigmahat**2) •'/•phi ('/arg(ftdhat ,&muhat, Asigmahat))) • 
(ftphat+(l-4phat)*probnorni( (&dh.at-ftmiihat)/&sigmjdiat )) 
-(((l-4phat)/&siginaliat)*'/,phi('/,arg(ftdhat .ftinuhat ,&sigmahat)))**2)/ 
(Aphat+(l-&phat)*probnorm( (dhat-niuhat)/sigmahat ))**2 
-ftnplus/&sigmahat**2 
'/.mend dllmu2,' 
'/.macro dlls2(nzero,nplus,phat,dhat,muhat,sigmeihat); 
(&nzero*(&phat+(l-&phat)»probnorm( (&dhat-&muhat)/&sigmahat ))* 
( (1-ftphat) *'iiphi C/arg (ftdhat, ftmuhat, fts igmahat)) * 
(-(ftdhat-imuhat)•*3/4sigm2diat»»5+2*(ftdhat-i:muhat)/4sigmahat*»3 ))-
((1-ftphat) *'/(phi CiCarg (ftdhat, ftmuhat ,ftsigmahat)) * 
((ftdhat-ftmuhat)/ftsigmahat**2))**2)/ 
(ftphat+(1-ftphat)*probnorm( (ftdhat-ftmuhat)/ftsigmahat ))**2 
+ftnplus/ftsigmahat**2 
-3* (ftnplus*varmle+ftnplus*(xbar-ftmuhat)•(xbar-ftmuhat))/ftsigmahat**4 
'/.mend dlls2: 
'/.macro dllms (nzero, nplus, phat,dhat,muhat, sigmahat) ; 
ftnzero*(1-ftphat)* 
((ftphat+(l-&phat)»probnorm( (ftdhat-ftmuhat)/ftsigmahat ))• 
('yCphi ('yieurg (ftdhat, ftmuhat, fts igmahat) )'^ 
(-(ftdhat-ftmuhat)**2/ftsigmahat**4)+ 
'/.phi ('/.2u:g (ftdhat, ftmuhat ,ftsigmahat)) 
/ftsigmahat**2 ) -
(1-ftphat)* 
'/.phi (5C2u:g(ftdhat .ftmuhat ,ftsigmahat)) **2» 
(ftdhat-ftmuhat)*»2/ftsigmahat**2)/ 
(ftphat+(1-ftphat)*probnorm( (ftdhat-ftmuhat)/ftsigmahat ))»»2 
-2*&nplus*(xbar-ftmuhat)/ftsigmahat»*3 
'/(mend dllms; 
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A.3.2 Extra Mass Program 
By specifying the data and raw positional parameters Xexmass will compute the MLEs 
for the "normal distribution with extra mass". 'Xexmass stores the output in the SAS 
data set "work.em". Among the output variables are: 
VARIABLE Description 
NZERO number of missing counts, 
SUM of the non-missing values, 
SUMSQ uncorrected sum of squares of non-missing values, 
NPLUS number of positive counts, 
DHAT sample minimum, 
XBAR sum/nplus, 
VARMLE sample variance of nonmissing observations (1/NPLUS version), 
SMLE square root of VARMLE, 
H nzero/n, 
GOAL varmle/(( xbar-dhat) * (xbar-dhat)), 
NEVV_P the MLE estimate of p, 
MUHAT the MLE estimate of fi, 
SIGMAHAT the MLE estimate of cr, 
DHAT the.MLE estimate of d ,  
LOGLIKE L{d,p,^,&). 
'Xmacro exmassCdata, raw); 
Xlet stop=run; 
Xlet old=l; 
y,process(data=&data, raw=4raw); 
data _null_; 
set sumdata; 
call symputC'h' ,phat); 
call symputC'p' ,phat); 
call symput('new_p',phat); 
cal1 symput('cohen',goal); 
run; 
Xdo '/.vhileCftstop ne stop) ; 
'/•cohenlsCftnew.p, fth, icohen , .000001); 
data em; 
merge mle sumdata; 
sigmahat=sqrt( smle*smle +lambda*(xbau:-dhat)*(xbar-dhat) ); 
muhat =xbar -lambda*(xbar-dhat); 
new_p = max(0,l-(nplus/(nzero+nplus)) / 
(l-probnorm((dhat-muhat)/sigmahat)) ); 
call symput('new_p',new_p); 
loglike='/.loglike(nzero ,nplus ,iiew_p,dhat,muhat, sigmahat); 
old=symget('old'); 
if abs(old-loglike)<.0001 then do; 
call symput('stop','stop'); 
end; 
call symput('old',loglike); 
run; 
JCend; 
Xmend macro; 
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A.3.2 Newton Raphson approach 
To solve for MLEs in the "normal with extra mass" model where you have "moderate" 
censoring, Newton's approach works quickly. Presented here is a program,Xsimemass, 
that incorporates Newton Raphson (built into a simulation) programmed in SAS® IML. 
To run the program you must first %include the macros Xsimdata and, during execution, 
have a filename reference pointing to program JJnewton. For example 
filename newton '/home/tomp/St699/NR.Extra.Mass/Macro/newton.sas'; 
/•-
This Macro Simulates SAMPLES number of data sets (where SAMPLES 
is an integer greater thzui or equal to one). For each data set 
simulated you need to supply the following peiraaeters 
nobs - number of observations per data set sampled 
p - the extra percent to be censored 
mu - the mean of the normal 
sigma - the std dev of the normsd. 
d - the left threshold of detection 
SAS returns the SAS data set EM.MLE<SAMPLES> where, for each data 
set sampled, there is a single observation. The variables in the 
new data set sure the following: 
p "MLE for peirameter p". 
MU "MLE for parameter mu". 
SIGMA "MLE for parameter sigma", 
NPLUS "Number of detects in sample". 
DHAT "MLE for lower threshold of detection". 
ITER "Number of Iterations to Convergence", 
LOGLIKE "Loglikelihood value at MLE", 
OLDLQGLK "Logliklihood at parms generating data". 
XBAR "Sample mean of the detects", 
STD "Sample standeurd deviation of detects"; 
ytmacro simemass(samples=,nobs=,p=,d=:,mu=,sigma=); 
^global nplus dhat xbar std; 
'/(include simulate; 
proc sql; 
create table mletoobs 
(P num label="MLE for psirameter p", 
M num label="MLE for parameter mu", 
S num label="MLE for parameter sigma", 
D num label="MLE for lower threshold of detection", 
LL num label="Loglikelihood. value at MLE", 
OLOLL num label="Logliklihood at parms generating data", 
D2M num label="2nd Partial of Log Likelihood wrt mu", 
D2S num label="2nd Paurtial of Log Likelihood wrt sigma", 
D2P num label="2nd Partial of Log Likelihood wrt p", 
DSN num label="Nized Partial of LogLike wrt mu sigma". 
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DPM num labels "Nixed Partial of LogLike vrt mu and p". 
DPS nam labels "Mixed Partial of LogLike vnrt p smd sigma". 
NPLOS num labels "Number of detects in sample". 
NZERO num labels "Number of non-detects in sample", 
XBAR num labels "Sample mean of the detects". 
STD num labels "Sample standsurd deviation of detects". 
ITER num labels "Number of Iterations to Convergence"); 
quit; 
'Ado ii=l '/.to tsamples; 
*/,s imdata(n=tnobs, p=ftp, d=td, mu=tmu, s igna=*sigma); 
'/include newton; 
proc datasets lib=Hork nolist; 
append base=aletoobs neH=sortset force; 
quit; 
'/.end; 
'/jnend emass; 
'Xmacro s imdat a (n=, p=, d=, mu=, s igma=); 
data _null_; 
n=4n;p=&p;d=ftd;mu=&mu;s igma=fts igma; 
array xx(4n); 
do i=l to &n; 
tl=ranbin(0,1,l-&p); 
if tl=0 then do; 
xx(i)=.; 
nzero+1; 
end; 
else do; 
temp=ft3igma*rannor(0)+&mu; 
if temp < kd then do; 
xx(i) = .; 
nzero+1; 
end; 
else do; 
xx(i) = temp; siim+xx(i); sumsq+xx(i)»xx(i); 
end; 
end; 
end; 
nplus=4n-nzero; 
dhat=min(of xxl-xx&n); 
xbar=siim/nplus; 
std=sqrt( (1/(nplus-l))*(sumsq-sum*sum/nplus)); 
call symputC'nplus',nplus); 
call symput('dhat',dhat) ; 
call symput (' xbaur', xbar) ; 
call symput('std',std); 
run; 
'/•mend; 
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This is the program "newton". 
PROC IML; 
•— Define Functions Needed (Log Likelihood and Derivatives) 
* 
start 11; 
11= nzero#log(p+(l-p)#probnorm((dhat-mu)/s))+ nplus# 
(log(l-p)-log(s))-.5#(s)##(-2)#(nplus#(xbar-mu)##2+(nplus-l)#std##2) ; 
finish 11; 
start oldll; 
oldll=nzero#log( po+(i-po)#probnorm( (dhato-muo)/so ))+ 
nplU3#( log(l-po)-log(3o) ) 
-.5#(so)##(-2)#( nplus#(xb£u:-muo)##2+(nplus-l)#std##2 ); 
finish oldll; 
stsurt neup; 
old = p; 
p=m«(l-(nplus/(n2ero+nplus)) / (l-probnorm((dhat-mu)/s)),0); 
finish nevp; 
steurt nompdf; 
Jirg= (dhat-fflu) / s; 
sniallphi=(2#gainma(.5)##2)##(-.5)#exp(-.5#(arg#arg)); 
denom=(p+(l-p)#probnonn( (dhat-mu)/s )); 
bigphi=probnonn((dhat-mu)/s); 
finish normpdf; 
stcurt dm; 
dm=nzero#(p-l)#smadlphi/(3#(p+(l-p)#probnonn( (dhat-mu)/s )))+ 
nplus#(xbar-mu)/(s#s); 
finish dm; 
start ds; 
ds=(n2ero#(l-p)#3mallphi#(-arg))/(s#(denom))-nplus/s 
+(nplus#(xbau:-mu)##2+(nplus-l)#std##2)/3##3; 
finish ds; 
start d2m; 
d2m=nzero#(( ( (p-D/s )#((dhat-mu)/s##2)#sm£ULlphi)#denom 
-(((l-p)/s)#sm:dlphi)##2)/denom##2-nplus/s##2; 
finish d2ffl; 
stsurt d2s; 
d2s=n2ero#(denom#((l-p)#smallphi#(-(dhat-mu)##3/s##5+2#(dhat-mu)/s##3))-
((l-p)#smallphi#( (dhat-mu)/s##2) )##2)/denom##2->-
nplus/s##2-3# (nplus# (zbar-mu) ##2-t-(nplus-l) #std##2) /s##4; 
finish d2s; 
start dsm; 
dsm=-n2ero#(1-p)#( 
denom# ( smsdlphi# ((dhat-mu) ##2/s##4) -smallphi/3##2) -<•( 1-p) 
#(3mallphi##2)#((dhat-mu)/s##3))/denom##2-2#nplus#(xbar-mu)/s##3; 
finish dsm; 
start d2p; 
suml=-nzero#(l-probnorm( (dhat-mu)/s ))##2/denom##2; 
sum2=-nplus/(1-p)##2; 
d2p=suml-<-suffl2; 
finish d2p; 
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start dpm; 
dpm=iizero# (denom#( smsdlpbi/s) -
(1-bigphi) #(-( 1-p) #smallphi/s}) /denom##2 ; 
finish dpm; 
start dps; 
dp3:nizero#(denom#(smallphi#arg/s)-
(1-bigphi) #(- (1-p) *smallphi#arg/s)) /denom##2; 
finish dps; 
*— Define Constzmts Needed From the Sample-
nplas=tnplus; I* Number of Positive Counts from Sample */ 
nzero=toobs-ftnplus; /• Number of Non-Detects from Sample •/ 
dhat =ftdhat; /« Sample Minimum (NLE of lower threshold) */ 
xbar =txbar; /« Sample Nezui of Detects */ 
std =Astd; /« Sample (Unbiased) Std Dev of detects */ 
*— Specify Starting Vatlues for Parameter Estiamators 
• 
s =tstd; /« Use Unb Std Dev as initial Est. of sigma */ 
mu =xbar; I *  Use sample mean as initial Est. of mu */ 
p=2; run nevp; /« Initial estimate of P */ 
x=:(mu//s); /* vector of initieil estimators of mu and sigma */ 
»— Specify Program Control Constants 
• 
converges.00000001; /• Conv. crit. for Newton Rhapson •/ 
converg2=.000001; /• Conv. crit. for updating p •/ 
maxiter=1000; /« muimum number of NR iterations and */ 
/• max num p-udate iterations »/ 
•— Transfer Simulation Psirameters 
• 
po=ftp; muo=tou; so=ftsigma; dhato=td; 
• 
• Nenton's Method for Solving for a Maximum 
» 
• Solve for an updated value X_(n+1) by the following formula 
• X_(n+1)= X_(n)-J--C-l}FCX_(n)] 
« 
• Where F(X)=0 since F is the vector of first partials 
» J is the Jacobian (the matrix of second partials) 
» 
steurt F; /• F is the vector of first peurtials which •/ 
mu=x[l,l]; s=x[2,l]; /* is set to 0 since you maximize a log- */ 
run normpdf; /* likelihood by solving the likelihood eqna «/ 
run dm; /* which are the equations where the first «/ 
run ds; /* partials are set to zero «/ 
f=(dm//ds); 
finish F; 
start J; /« J is the jacobisui, the matrix of 2nd */ 
run d2m; /* partials of the log-likilihood with */ 
run d2s; /* respect to mu and sigma */ 
run dsn; 
j-(d2ml|dsm)//(dsnl|d2s); 
finish J; 
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start newton; 
mn F; 
do iter=l to mcixiter «hile(maz(abs(f))>coiiverge); 
run J; 
x=x-solve(j, f ) ;  
run F; 
end; 
mu=xCl]; s=xC2]; 
finish neoton; 
start info; 
run d2p; 
run dps; 
run dpm; 
info=(d2in 11 dsm 11 dpm )// 
(dsm I|d2s 11dps )// 
(dpm 11dps IId2p ); 
cov=-inv(info); 
diag=sqrt(Tecdiag(coT)); 
corr=( 1 II covCl,2]/sqrt(covCl,l]#covC2,2]) II 
cov[l,3]/sqrt(cov[l,l]#cov[3,33) )// 
( coTCl,2]/3qrt(covCi,l]#covC2,23) II 1 II 
covC2,3]/3qrt(covC2,2]#cov[3,3]) )// 
( covC3,l]/3qrt(covCl,l]#co»C3,3]) II 
c o v C 2 , 3 ] / 3 q r t ( c o v C 2 , 2 ] # c o v C 3 , 3 ] )  1 1 1 ) ;  
print info COT; 
print diag corr; 
finish info; 
start newmle; 
outline=(p 11 mu 11 s 11 dhat I I 111 I oldll 11 d2m 11 d2s 11 d2p 11 dsm 11 dpm I I dps 
11nplus11nzeroI IxbarI Istd11 click); 
create sortset from 
outline[colname= 
{'p','m','s','d','11', 'oldll', •d2m', 'd2s','d2p'.'dsm','dpm','dps', 
'nplus','nzero','xbar','std','iter'}] ; 
append from outline; 
close sortset; 
finish newnle; 
start Main; 
do click=l to maxiter Hhile(abs(p-old)>converg2); 
run newton; 
run newp; 
end; 
run 11; 
run oldll; 
run info; 
run nemnle; 
finish main; 
run main; 
quit; 
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